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ABSTRACT 

 

 In nanotechnology, understanding the effect of interfaces and defects becomes  critically 

important in determining a material’s properties and device performance. It is well known that 

one-dimensional and two-dimensional materials exhibit excellent physical, electrical, thermal, 

and optical properties, making them highly desirable for a wide array of applications. However, 

their low dimensionality also means they can be heavily affected by defects in the material and 

the interfaces they form  with other materials commonly used in semiconductor device 

fabrication. Carbon nanotubes are one such material that is often used in sensing applications. 

The best and most commonly used device configuration for carbon nanotube-based sensors is the 

field-effect transistor. To fabricate a carbon nanotube field-effect transistor, metal contact 

electrodes must be deposited on either side of a semiconducting carbon nanotube. The resulting 

interface between the metal and the nanotube form a Schottky barrier, which can have an 

important role in establishing transistor characteristics. Modifications to this interface by the 

environment can modulate the barrier and produce a commensurate change in the overall 

performance of the device. Transistor operation may also be modified by the presence of defects 

in the carbon nanotube structure. The role of defects and the interplay between the Schottky 

barrier at the interface and the defects present in the carbon nanotube represent critical areas of 

interest when studying sensors based on carbon nanotube field-effect transistors. Therefore, the 
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purpose of this study is to explore how defects in carbon nanotubes can affect the sensing 

mechanism, and to assess its relative importance when compared with modulations of the 

Schottky barrier in carbon nanotube field-effect transistor-based sensors. To explore this effect, 

carbon nanotube field-effect transistors have been fabricated as gas sensors, specifically to detect 

ammonia (an electron donor) and nitrogen dioxide (an electron acceptor).  Gas exposure 

measurements were performed on near pristine (low defect) nanotube devices and compared with 

highly-defective nanotube devices.  By utilizing selective passivation of critical device areas to 

isolate the sensing mechanism, results show that the presence of defects has a critical role in the 

sensing mechanism of carbon nanotube field-effect transistor gas sensors. Results also suggest a 

resolution to the long-standing debate over the sensing mechanism of these devices. These 

results represent an important step toward understanding the effect of both interfaces and defects 

for carbon nanotube sensor development and adds a critical piece of understanding necessary for 

the development of future nanoscale sensors.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Over the last several decades, the field of sensing has grown in importance. With diverse 

applications including national security, agriculture, and medicine, the field has rapidly expanded 

as the need for highly sensitive and selective sensors has become increasingly important. 

Furthermore, the promise of novel materials as sensing elements has fueled the growth of the 

sensing field.  

 One of those promising materials is carbon nanotubes. First discovered by Iijima [1] in 

the early 1990’s, carbon nanotubes were initially thought to be the next replacement for copper 

interconnects in the semiconductor industry. Their high strength, high carrier mobility, low 

resistance, and superior heat conductivity, all at a fraction of the size of traditional materials 

makes them appear, to be a superior choice for many nanoscale electronic applications. Fueled 

by the promise of  these advantages, carbon nanotubes as a field have flourished and exploded 

over the last two decades, resulting in a robust and diverse set of technologies, techniques, and 

devices with an even wider and expanding set of applications. 

 Since their first synthesis and characterization, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have become a 

model system for studying a wide range of physics phenomena. Being quasi-one-dimensional 

conductors, semi-metals, and semiconductors, they are ideal for studying phase transitions in 

superconductivity and magnetic ordering, Luttinger liquids, and quantized conductance in low 

dimensional materials [2]. They have been studied extensively theoretically, and as techniques 

and the associated technology has advanced, experiments have supported the theory and have 

explored new aspects and phenomena. Of the wide array of potential applications of this 
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material, sensing and the associated transduction mechanism of carbon nanotubes has been an 

ongoing investigation.  

It is curious that even after two decades of research and development, there is only really 

one type of commercial application taking advantage of this unique material, namely as an 

additive for composites. Uses range from ESD shielding to lithium ion batteries, paint coatings, 

and many other areas where blending carbon nanotubes with another material greatly enhances 

certain characteristics [3]. This is a result of the largest drawback to carbon nanotubes,  reliable 

synthesis. While the synthesis, or growth, schemes are relatively well understood and have 

become not only relatively inexpensive but scalable, the issue of controlled synthesis and 

integration with other integrated circuit technology remains elusive. Many clever strategies have 

emerged to combat this weakness, but to date still have not resolved enough of the difficulties to 

allow the technology to become ubiquitous. It begs the question: why continue to study this 

material? My response to this is two-fold; first, the difficulties associated with fabrication of 

devices from CNTs poses a unique and exciting challenge that is both of scientific and 

commercial interest. Second, carbon nanotubes represent a simple model system from which to 

study the impact of defects on the fundamental properties of nanotubes, owing to their one-

dimensional (1D) nature and extreme sensitivity to both their environment and structural 

composition. Thus, knowledge gained from the study of carbon nanotubes can be applied to a 

wide range of other nanomaterials and possibly further their study in the process.  

The following chapters will explore how defects  and interfaces in carbon nanotubes 

affect transistor behavior and the sensing mechanism of carbon nanotube field-effect transistors 

(CNTFETs).  To explore these defects, we must start by understanding the structure of carbon 
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nanotubes, how to synthesize them, and finally how to fabricate transistors out of them. Moving 

from the fundamentals of carbon nanotubes, I will explore how to probe the structure of the 

CNTs using Raman Spectroscopy. Once the foundational material and characterization 

techniques have been reviewed, I will cover field-effect transistors,  their operating principles, 

electrical characterization techniques, and then focus on how this applies to CNTFETs before I 

talk about how these devices may be used as chemical sensors. What follows will be a discussion 

of the  fabrication techniques and the process for making CNTFETs for this study before 

detailing the experiment to test the role of defects. The penultimate chapter will discuss testing 

procedures and the data obtained from the associated experiments, while, conclusions, 

unanswered questions, and implications for this work on the field of two-dimensional (2D) 

materials will be presented in the final chapter, along with a set of useful appendices containing 

experimental protocols to follow.  
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CHAPTER 1: CARBON NANOTUBES 

 

1.1  PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CARBON NANOTUBES 

 

 

 Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are cylindrical tubes that one can imagine forming by rolling 

up a sheet of graphene. Graphene, an allotrope form of carbon, consists of a single layer of 

carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal lattice. Carbon nanotubes can be single-walled (SWCNT), 

i.e. a single cylindrical roll of graphene with one layer of carbon atoms, or they can be multi-

walled (MWCNT), i.e. rolled up like a scroll or nested concentric single-walled tubes [4]. First 

discovered and characterized by Iijima in 1991 [1] as a by-product of arc-discharge experiments 

where it was observed that fine carbon like fibers formed on the discharge cathode, it was 

quickly determined that carbon nanotubes possess impressive mechanical, electrical, thermal, 

and optical properties.  

 Carbon nanotubes derive their electrical properties from the arrangement of the carbon 

atoms that make up the crystal structure of graphene. Depending on how the graphene sheet is 

rolled determines whether the resulting CNT exhibits metallic or semiconducting behavior. The 

rolling up of the graphene is defined as the chirality and has an associated chiral vector 𝐶ℎ, 

whose magnitude is proportional to the CNTs diameter. Figure 1.1 shows the 2D graphene 

honeycomb lattice and the associated primitive translation vectors that describe the lattice, �⃗�1 

and �⃗�2, as well as the unit cell. The basis consists of two carbon atoms which make up the unit 

cell of the hexagonal lattice.  
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Figure 1.1: Graphene crystal lattice. The primitive translation vectors are labeled as a⃗⃗1 and a⃗⃗2. The basis contains two carbon 

atoms, depicted in the unit cell shown in the bottom right of the Figure. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: CNT chirality. Examples of different types of CNTs depending on the indices of the chiral vector, n and m. [5] - 

Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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A carbon nanotube may be described by two vectors, the chiral vector 𝐶ℎ, and the 

translation vector �⃗⃗�. The chiral vector is the vector along the circumference of the CNT and is 

described by the primitive translation vectors, �⃗�1 and �⃗�2 as: 

 

𝐶ℎ = 𝑛�⃗�1 + 𝑚�⃗�2          [1] 

 

where n and m are integers and the h subscript stands for helicity. The primitive translation 

vectors �⃗�1 and �⃗�2 are defined as: 

 

�⃗�1 =  
𝑎

2
(√3�̂� + �̂�)      [1.2] 

�⃗�2 =  
𝑎

2
(√3�̂� − �̂�)       [1.3] 

𝑎 =  √3𝑎𝑐−𝑐 = 2.49 Å           [1.4] 

𝑎𝑐−𝑐 = 1.44 Å      [1.5] 

 

The a refers to the length of the primitive vectors while 𝑎𝑐−𝑐 is the carbon-carbon atom nearest 

neighbor distance. The integers n and m determine the chirality of the nanotube depending on 

how the graphene sheet is rolled. The chiral vector 𝐶ℎ is the vector along which the graphene 

sheet is rolled to form the nanotube and whose length |𝐶ℎ| is equal to the circumference of the 

nanotube. There are three distinct combinations of (n, m) indices; (n,0), which yields a zig-zag 

CNT, (n, n = m), which produces an armchair CNT, and finally, (n, m), which produces a chiral 

CNT. Each of these cases produces different types of CNTs. Armchair CNTs, (n, n=m), produce 
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metallic carbon nanotubes while zig-zag, (n,0), produces semiconducting CNTs. The chiral case 

can produce either metallic or semiconducting depending on the following conditions; for (n, m) 

where 𝑛 − 𝑚 = 3𝑗, where j is an integer, CNTs are metallic, and for the case where 𝑛 − 𝑚 ≠ 3𝑗, 

CNTs are semiconducting. Figure 1.2 shows examples of these three types. The diameter of the 

carbon nanotube, (𝑑𝑇), may be determined from the chiral vector: 

 

𝑑𝑇 = |𝐶ℎ|/𝜋                [1.6] 

|𝐶ℎ| = 𝑎√𝑛2 + 𝑚2 + 𝑛𝑚          [1.7] 

 

Finally, the length of a CNT is determined by the translation vector, �⃗⃗�, given by: 

 

�⃗⃗� = 𝑡1�⃗�1 + 𝑡2�⃗�2     [1.8] 

 

where 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 are integers and whose direction lies along the axis of the nanotube.  

 Graphene’s reciprocal lattice is also hexagonal, just like the real space lattice, and 

therefore the first Brillouin zone is a hexagon. The result of rolling up a sheet of graphene into a 

carbon nanotube of a definite diameter and length is to impose periodic boundary conditions on 

the electronic wave functions. These conditions lead to energy quantization in both the 

circumferential and axial directions and thus only certain graphene wave vectors, denoted by �⃗⃗�, 

are allowed. The wave vector, �⃗⃗� has two components corresponding to both the circumferential 

and axial directions, denoted by �⃗⃗�𝐶 and �⃗⃗�𝑎, respectively. An allowed wave vector in the first 
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Brillouin zone is found by combining the quantized circumferential and axial wave vectors given 

by: 

 

�⃗⃗� = �⃗⃗�𝐶 + �⃗⃗�𝑎       [1.9] 

 

The imposed periodic boundary conditions lead to quantization conditions for �⃗⃗�, given by: 

 

𝐶ℎ ∗ �⃗⃗�𝐶 = 2𝜋      [1.10] 

𝐶ℎ ∗ �⃗⃗�𝑎 = 0      [1.11] 

𝑇 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ∗ �⃗⃗�𝐶 =0      [1.12] 

𝑇 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ∗ �⃗⃗�𝑎 = 2𝜋𝑙      [1.13] 

 

where s and l are integers. From these quantization conditions, the allowed values of �⃗⃗�𝐶 are 

given by �⃗⃗�𝐶 = 2𝜋𝑠/𝐶ℎ, with 𝑠 = 0,1,2, … , 𝑁 − 1, with N being the number of hexagons in the 

unit cell. Similarly, the allowed values of �⃗⃗�𝑎 are given by �⃗⃗�𝑎 = 2𝜋𝑙/𝑁𝑈�⃗⃗�, with 𝑙 = 0,1,2, … , 𝑁𝑈, 

where 𝑁𝑈 is the number of unit cells in the CNT.  

 

1.2 ELECTRONIC BAND STRUCTURE OF CARBON NANOTUBES 

 

 

The electronic structure of carbon nanotubes comes from the physical structure of the 

graphene lattice. Thus, the electronic properties are derived from the dispersion relation of 

graphene, which relates the energy to the allowed wave vectors, with the imposed boundary 
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conditions as described in the previous section.  The dispersion relation is obtained by solving 

the 2D Schrödinger equation using the tight binding method. Figure 1.3 shows the dispersion 

relation of graphene. There are six high symmetry, or K-points, known as the Dirac points where 

the valence and conduction bands meet. Close to the Dirac points, the dispersion relation forms a 

cone shape referred to as the Dirac cone. The boundary conditions imposed by the formation of a 

carbon nanotube results in the band structure of a CNT resembling a slice of the Dirac cone, as 

shown in Figure 1.4.  

 

 

Figure 1.3: Graphene dispersion relation. There are six high-symmetry K-points where the conduction and valence bands 

meet, known as Dirac points. Close to these points, the shape becomes a cone called the Dirac cone. Adapted from [6]. 
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Figure 1.4: Electronic band structure of carbon nanotubes. a) Dirac cone with allowed k⃗⃗C wave vectors, b) Dispersion 

Relation showing one of the K-points and Dirac cone, c) Slice of dispersion relation for a given allowed wave vector, k⃗⃗C ≠ 0, 

showing the conduction and valence bands as well as the bandgap. From [7].   
 

 

Thus, a given �⃗⃗�𝐶 results in a slice of the Dirac cone, which can produce either metallic CNTs if it 

contains the zero point where the conduction and valence bands intersect, or a semiconducting 

CNT with a bandgap for points away from zero. Structurally, this all depends upon the diameter 

of the carbon nanotube; the tube diameter determines the type and bandgap energy of a CNT. 

The dispersion relation for CNTs is given by: 

 

𝐸(𝑘)⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟
± = ±ℏ𝜐𝑓|�⃗⃗� − 𝜅| = ± (

√3

2
) 𝑎𝑉𝑝𝑝𝜋|�⃗⃗� − 𝜅|                       [1.14] 
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where the offset of �⃗⃗� = �⃗⃗�𝐶 + �⃗⃗�𝑎 from the origin of the first Brillouin zone is designated by 𝜅, 

and 𝜐𝑓 is the Fermi velocity corresponding to the Fermi energy, 𝑉𝑝𝑝𝜋 is the nearest neighbor 

interaction energy, and a is the graphene lattice spacing. This may be re-written in terms of the 

quantized axial and circumferential wave vectors as: 

   

 𝐸(𝑘)⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟
± = ±ℏ𝜐𝑓√𝑘𝑎

2 + (𝑘𝐶 − 𝜅2)    [1.15] 

 

such that each value of 𝑘𝑎 produces a 1D sub-band, and for non-Dirac point values of the wave 

functions, contains information about the bandgap of the semiconducting CNT.  

 The density of states (DOS) contains the number of quantum states per unit energy. For a 

CNT, which is a 1D solid, the DOS for a given sub-band, 𝐸𝑎(𝑘), is given by: 

 

𝐷𝑎(𝐸) =
1

𝜋 
 

𝑑𝑘

𝑑𝐸𝑎
                                                                      [1.16] 

 

To obtain the total density of states, one sums over all sub-bands 𝐸𝑎. Figure 1.5 shows a 

representation of what several sub-bands and their corresponding DOS looks like. From the 

DOS, information about charge carrier density, the group velocity, and ultimately the current 

through the CNT may be obtained.  
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Figure 1.5: CNT density of states. Graphical representation of the DOS for several sub-bands for a semiconducting carbon 

nanotube, which shows a distinct bandgap in the band diagram. Reproduced from Ref. [8] with permission. 

 

1.3 DEFECTS IN CARBON NANOTUBES 

 

 

 Theoretical treatment of carbon nanotubes until now has assumed a perfect crystal lattice 

with no defects, thus all properties that have been discussed refer to a perfect crystal structure of 

the CNT. However, a defect can subtly alter a material’s properties, including the chemical 

reactivity, mechanical strength, optical absorption, and electronic transport. Phil Collins of UC 

Irvine details thoroughly the various types of defects present in carbon nanotubes and the subtle 

effects they have on the crystal structure and material properties [9]. There are three categories of 

defects that can affect carbon nanotubes: intrinsic defects, environmental defects, and fabrication 

or processing induced defects. Each category introduces a different defect mechanism, either in 

formation or source of the defect. The common result is an impact on the material properties. 

What follows is a summary of the types of defects that can affect CNT properties.  
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1.3.1 INTRINSIC DEFECTS 

 

 

 The types of intrinsic defects found in a crystalline lattice are point vacancies, 

interstitials, and bound complexes that are comprised of a combination of the first two. Figure 

1.6 illustrates the types of intrinsic defects and how they affect the crystal structure of CNTs.  

 

 

Figure 1.6: Defect types in graphene. Representative sample of intrinsic defects in the graphene crystal lattice. Inspired by a 

Figure from Ref. [10]. 

 

Point vacancies are the type of defect most commonly used for probing the effect of 

defects on CNT devices and structures. This is primarily due  to the ease of their generation after 

synthesis of the CNT and leads to control of the defect density. This category of defect has a 

very low probability of forming during synthesis due to the high energy cost associated with 

breaking a carbon-carbon bond even with high temperature growth conditions. Point vacancy 

defects are primarily generated post-synthesis by knock-on events, typically via high energy 

electron, ion, or  radiation.  Initially after the vacancy is formed, there are dangling bonds left in 

the carbon lattice. These bonds rehybridize and form a strained pentagonal ring but still leave 
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one remaining bond dangling forming what is called the 5-1DB vacancy. Experimentally, these 

dangling bonds are short lived as they will quickly react with the environment often leading to 

molecules, such as oxygen [11], being bound to the surface of the CNT. Many research groups 

are actively exploring ways to take advantage of such vacancy defects as sites for binding 

functionalization molecules or even for connecting CNTs together [4].   

 Interstitial defects, another type of intrinsic defect, can also affect the crystal structure of 

a CNT. The traditional definition of interstitial defects is quite different for the case of CNTs. 

Typically, an interstitial defect is an extra atom not on a lattice site but bonded between 

neighboring atoms. However, since the carbon-carbon bond length is very short, this effectively 

prevents the migration of even atomic hydrogen between the carbon atoms of the lattice. As 

such, for CNTs, an interstitial defect can be defined as carbon atoms bound out of the plane of 

the traditional in-plane geometry. Typically, these defects are present in multi-walled carbon 

nanotubes and are found between the nested layers of concentric tubes. These are referred to as 

bridging defects as the interstitial atom bridges the layers of the multi-walled CNT. These 

defects are highly unlikely to form during growth and instead are more likely because of post-

synthesis knock-out events. Even if these defects manage to form, they are typically short lived 

as they are highly mobile due to a binding energy of 1.2 eV and migration energy of 0.1 eV. This 

allows this type of defect to migrate until it recombines with a vacancy to form a stable, vacancy-

interstitial complex called a Frenkel Defect [9]. Given this short lived time and stability 

produced from recombination, it is expected that Frenkel defects have a minimal effect on CNT 

properties.   If they do not recombine, however, it is likely that multiple interstitials agglomerate 

or bind with adsorbates to form physisorbed clusters of graphitic or amorphous carbon. These 
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bound complexes can have dramatic effects on the CNT properties and are part of another class 

of defects that fall under environmental defects rather than intrinsic or interstitial ones. In the 

case of CNTs, interstitial defects are mostly restricted , to Frenkel type defects and have minimal 

impact on CNT behavior.     

 The final type of intrinsic defect is a bond rotation. Unlike the other two types of defects 

discussed so far that have a relatively low probability of occurring naturally, bond rotations cost 

the least amount of energy to incorporate and do not disturb the topology or sp2 conjugation. One 

type of bond rotation affects four adjacent hexagons of the graphene lattice to produce two 

pentagons and two heptagons. This so called 5-7-7-5 orientation has been studied exhaustively 

and is called a Stone-Wales defect [12]. Stone-Wales defects, however, have a minimal effect on 

the material properties and thus do not typically matter significantly.  

 In contrast to the Stone-Wales defect, another common bond rotation defect is the 

structurally simpler 5-7 pair defect. In this configuration, a pentagon and heptagon replace two 

hexagons in the lattice. In CNTs this has a dramatic impact on the crystal structure and manifests 

as a change in the chirality of the CNT. Thus a (n, m) CNT will seamlessly transition to a (n±1, 

m±1) CNT in the presence of a single 5-7 defect. Introducing several such defects, denoted by an 

amount, d, will change the chirality to (n±d, m±d) [13].  Due to the sensitivity of the band 

structure to chirality, this can create CNT-CNT heterojunctions. Research groups have explored 

the possibility of taking advantage of these transitions for forming p-n junctions and various 

other configurations, although the reliable synthesis of these defects has proven to be 

challenging. 

1.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL DEFECTS 
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Aside from defects that may be inherent in the crystal structure of CNTs, the environment 

that they exist in and the substrates they are attached to can have a dramatic impact on CNT 

behavior. These external influences that are unintentional or unaccounted for, especially when 

doing theoretical calculations where they are often neglected for simplicity, are so called 

environmental defects. Environmental defects come in two forms, with the first being  local 

environmental defects, including adsorbates such as air or water molecules, salts, or other 

hydrocarbons, while  the second type, are substrate induced defects resulting from the interaction 

between the CNT and the substrate it sits on. These types of defects can play a significant role in 

modifying CNT properties, and depending on the nature and strength of the interaction, may be 

as impactful as a defect within the crystal lattice.  

 Unlike graphene, which has a relatively inert surface,  CNTs possess a more chemically 

sensitive surface as a result of the curvature of the tube.  It should be noted that many research 

groups studying CNTs assume their as-fabricated devices are pristine and produce crystal 

structures that are defect-free. The curvature of the carbon nanotube results in a partial change in 

the outer electron density, which is accentuated in especially small diameter SWCNTs. This 

allows for interactions between the tube surface and commonly dissolved chemical species 

present in the local environment in proximity to the nanotube. As a result some charge 

interaction and even charge transfer may occur, modifying or doping the CNT and thereby 

altering its transport properties.  

 Given that CNTs are often either assembled into a device or residing on some surface, the 

effect of the substrate environment on the properties of the CNT should be carefully considered. 
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The substrate surface has its own unique chemical, electrical, and topological structure and 

morphology that plays a critical role in modifying CNT properties. Configurations such as field-

effect transistors, where a dielectric material is placed between the CNT and an electrode for the 

purposes of gating, will produce electrostatic coupling that modifies the Fermi level within the 

CNT. The substrate can also trap adsorbates between itself and the CNT thereby further causing 

environmental interactions as described previously.  

 In addition to these defects, one must consider the defects inherent in the substrate. Often 

SiO2 is used as a substrate and defects in the oxide layer can interact with even a pristine CNT. 

Given the intimate physical contact of the CNT to the substrate it is in contact with, it is very 

necessary to consider the role and effects that the substrate and its defects have on the CNT 

properties. 

 

1.3.3 FABRICATION INDUCED DEFECTS 

 

 

The manipulation of CNTs, either mechanically or chemically, for the fabrication of 

devices or into more useable states, such as for blending into composites, inherently leads to 

process induced defects.  Therefore, any consideration of defects must be within the context of 

the full fabrication history. Some chemical and radiation exposing processes induce defects, 

while annealing steps, if done at the appropriate temperature, can remove defects. Metal 

deposition, a common process to provide electrical connectivity to a nanotube device, can 

destroy the CNT structure if  careful selection of deposition technique and deposition conditions 

are not considered. Aside from processes intended for fabrication of devices, purification steps 
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often used to control the type and size of nanotubes used in large scale batch fabrication involve 

chemicals and mechanical filtering that can easily induce defects in the CNT lattice. Even when 

using imaging techniques such as Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), the accelerating energy 

of the electron beam used to image the surface must be carefully monitored so as not to produce 

point-defects due to knock-on events caused by energetic electrons in the beam.  Again it is 

important to note that some research groups assume they have pristine CNTs in their devices, 

then continue to assert this assumption even after utilizing several defect-inducing processes 

[14]. 

Another consideration is the variety of functionalization schemes that are used to 

chemically modify the CNT surface for attaching other molecules to the surface. These processes 

often involve intentionally generating defects in the CNT lattice to produce dangling bonds for 

subsequent attachment to functionalizing groups. Thus, the fabrication techniques, processing 

steps, and imaging all need to be factored in when considering the “defectiveness” of a given 

CNT or CNT based device. 

 

1.4 SYNTHESIS OF CARBON NANOTUBES 

 

 

 The first and arguably most important, step of the fabrication flow sequence is the 

growth, or synthesis, process that determines the purity and crystallinity of a carbon nanotube. 

Generally, there are three main ingredients required to synthesize carbon nanotubes: a metal 

catalyst, a carbon source, and enough energy to breakdown the carbon source using the catalyst 

to grow the CNTs.  There are three methods by which CNTs may be synthesized: arc discharge, 
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laser ablation, and chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The first two methods will be very briefly 

summarized before continuing to a discussion of the CVD growth method. However, the primary 

focus of this section will be on chemical vapor deposition as it is the primary method utilized 

herein.  

 

1.4.1  ARC DISCHARGE 

 

 

 The arc discharge technique for growing carbon nanotubes requires a graphite cathode 

and anode. The anode has a hole in the end which is filled with metal catalyst and both cathode 

and anode are placed in an argon (Ar) environment. An arc is generated between the cathode and 

anode creating a current of around 100mA, forming a localized plasma in the Ar and growing 

CNTs on the cathode. Arc discharge produces highly crystalline nanotubes, although they are 

mostly multi-walled CNTs (MWCNTs) and contain high amounts of amorphous carbon as a bi-

product of the high energy discharge process.  

 

1.4.2 LASER ABLATION 

 

 

 Laser ablation is the simplest of the methods from a conceptual perspective and is a high 

yield process for generating single-walled CNTs (SWCNTs). CNTs are obtained by vaporizing 

graphite rods containing small amounts of metal catalyst, typically nickel or cobalt, heated to 

approximately 1200°C using lasers. Unfortunately, while this process has a high yield of 

SWCNTs, the quantity generated is rather small and the costs to utilize this method are high, 

making scalability difficult. 
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1.4.3 CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION 

 

 

Chemical vapor deposition is the cheapest and most scalable process for generating 

CNTs. Most commercial production of CNTs is carried out using some variation of the CVD 

process due to its relatively low cost, large quantity yield, and high  SWCNT purity. As such, 

there has been a major effort to study and manipulate the CVD process for controlling the growth 

of CNTs. Techniques for growing ultra-long carbon nanotubes and in situ selective etching, via 

reactive feedstock gases, of either semiconducting or metallic CNTs are two examples of growth 

manipulation that have been developed [15], [16]. An excellent review of CVD growth of carbon 

nanotubes by Kumar and Ando details growth mechanics, commercial scalability, catalyst 

selection, and selective growth [17].  

 The process employed in these studies relies on  an iron/molybdenum (Fe/Mo) bimetallic 

catalyst nanoparticle solution previously developed by Y. Liu [18]. This formulation produces 

mostly semiconducting SWCNTs and requires much less feedstock gas (e.g. methane), as well as 

lower growth temperatures. The CVD process involves taking a substrate that can withstand high 

temperature such as SiO2 and Si and depositing the bimetallic catalyst on the substrate. The 

substrate is then placed into a quartz tube and a hydrocarbon gas, such as methane, is flowed 

over the sample at a temperature of 925°C. When the hydrocarbon gas encounters the high 

temperature metallic catalyst particles, it decomposes and the carbon dissolves into the catalyst 

nanoparticles until the particle becomes saturated with carbon. Once saturated, the carbon begins 

to precipitate out of the nanoparticle and assembles into a tube structure. This growth from the 

nanoparticle can happen in one of two ways, referred to as either tip-growth or base-growth 
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(illustrated in Figure 1.7). In tip growth, the catalyst nanoparticles are not secured to the 

substrate. When the carbon atoms precipitate out, typically from the bottom of the nanoparticle 

to form the carbon nanotube, they lift the catalyst particle up off the substrate as the nanotubes 

grow along the substrate. This process will continue until the catalyst particle becomes 

completely covered in carbon and can no longer dissolve more carbon to fuel the precipitation.  

In base-growth, which is the primary approach used here, the catalyst nanoparticle is 

secured to the substrate surface so that when carbon precipitates out of the nanoparticle, it does 

so from the top of the particle rather than from the bottom. Carbon nanotubes will proceed to 

grow outward from the catalyst particle until again there is no surface area available for 

dissolving more carbon to feed the growth. 

 

Figure 1.7: CNT growth models. a) Tip-growth b) Base-growth. Reproduced with permission from [19]. 

 

The type of CNT produced in CVD growth greatly depends upon the metal catalyst 

particle size, and is also influenced by the spacer material particle size. Alumina nanoparticles 
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were utilized here as part of the catalyst solution, helping to space out and separate the Fe and 

Mo and provide a support structure for catalyst deposition. Fe and Mo nanoparticles, whose 

diameter is a few nm, tend to produce single-walled CNTs while particles that are tens of nm will 

produce multi-walled CNTs. The type and size of metal catalysts and hydrocarbon source has 

been studied extensively to determine the appropriate size, metal type, and feedstock necessary 

to produce mostly semiconducting CNTs [17]. The semiconducting CNTs are necessary for 

forming field-effect transistors, which are the main device configuration used in studies and 

applications of CNTs.  

 

1.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

 

 

Carbon nanotubes are formed from effectively rolling the crystal lattice of graphene. The 

underlying graphene lattice, with appropriate boundary or quantization conditions, is responsible 

for the electronic band structure of CNTs. The diameter-dependent chirality and the length of a 

given carbon nanotube determine whether a nanotube is metallic or semiconducting with a small 

band gap. Defects in the crystal lattice that are intrinsic or induced via fabrication or other 

intentional techniques alter the crystal structure globally and/or locally. Formation of the carbon 

nanotube is achieved through the process of chemical vapor deposition utilizing high 

temperatures, metal catalyst nanoparticles, and a hydrocarbon feedstock gas.   The following two 

chapters will describe the techniques and applications needed for the proposed study of carbon 

nanotube defects.  

CHAPTER 2: RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY 
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2.1 THEORY 

 

 

An important characterization technique for identifying types and purity of carbon 

nanotubes is Raman Spectroscopy. This spectroscopic technique probes the vibrational, 

rotational, and other low-frequency modes of a molecular system to determine its structure. 

Unlike techniques such as x-ray diffraction that are typically used for determining crystal 

structure, Raman Spectroscopy probes the molecular structure to determine what kinds of atoms 

or molecules are present rather than the relative location of atoms within the crystal. This is 

achieved by exciting vibrational states via monochromatic light from a laser, typically in the 

visible, near infrared, or near ultraviolet range of the spectrum.  

Excitation occurs as an inelastic light scattering event that shifts the vibrational state of 

the system. The associated energy state of this shift is a virtual state that has a short lifetime. 

After shifting to a virtual state, the system relaxes, and a photon is emitted. Due to inelastic 

scattering, the energy of the emitted photon will be shifted either higher or lower than the 

incident energy. This shift in energy will correspond to a shift in the photon frequency and is 

directly related to the vibrational energies of the initial and final vibrational states of the system. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates this process. Vibrational states for a given conformation of molecule or 

arrangement of molecules and atoms are unique so that a Raman spectrum may be used to 

identify a given material.    
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of Raman scattering process. Initial excitation brings the system to a virtual energy state. Some of the 

absorbed energy is elastically scattered producing Rayleigh Scattering. This scattered light is typically filtered out to isolate the 

Raman scattered light containing information about the vibrational states of the system. Width of lines indicates relative 

intensities generally seen for the three types of processes. Reproduced from [20]. 
 

2.2 RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY FOR CARBON NANOTUBES AND DEFECT CHARACTERIZATION 

 

 

 Raman Spectroscopy is one of the many standard tools that has been used to study and 

characterize CNTs. The unique spectra of graphene can be easily resolved and has distinct 

spectral features. Figure 2.2a-b are examples of the Raman spectra of carbon nanotubes. 
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Figure 2.2a: Raman spectra of both a pristine and defective carbon nanotube for comparison. The upper spectra are the 

pristine CNT spectra, distinguishable by the absence of the D-peak and stronger G-peak. Reprinted with permission from [21]. 

Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.  

 

Figure 2.2b: Typical Raman spectra for defective CNTs. Note this only covers the range from 1250-1700cm-1. Spectra taken 

from a sample synthesized in this study. 
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Graphene, and thus by extension, CNTs, possess three distinct peaks in the spectral range 

1250-1770cm-1 [22]. The first peak occurs at 1580cm-1 and is the G peak, termed G for graphite. 

This peak is the result of first-order Raman Scattering originating from the Brillouin zone center 

and corresponds to in-plane optical phonon modes. At 1350cm-1, the D band appears. This band 

is a relative measure of the defects or disorder in the CNT lattice, hence the designation, D, for 

defect or disorder naming convention. It is important to note that this peak will vanish for perfect 

graphene crystals and so also for perfect or pristine carbon nanotubes. The presence of such 

disorder or defects has an important impact on the spectra, namely, to split the G band and to 

introduce the D’ band at 1620cm-1. Because of defects in the crystal, the G band splits into the G- 

and G+ sub bands. The D’ and G splitting are the result of coupling processes and the excitation 

and crystal size effects.  

 Outside of this spectral window exists two other important spectral features. The so-

called Radial-Breathing Mode (RBM) and the G’ peak. The G’ peak exists at 2700cm-1 and is the 

result of second-order processes that occur outside the Brillouin zone center, unlike the G band 

process. Due to the relation to the first-order G band process, this peak is labeled the G’ peak. 

The RBM mode peaks occur in the 140-220cm-1 range and are unique because these peaks are 

inversely proportional to the diameter of the CNT, allowing for an indirect measurement of the 

diameter of the CNT. The RBM frequency is related to the diameter through the relationship, 

 

𝜔𝑅𝐵𝑀 =  
227 𝑐𝑚−1𝑛𝑚

𝑑
             [2.1] 
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With 𝜔𝑅𝐵𝑀, the Raman frequency in cm-1, d is the diameter of the CNT, and the numerical 

constant relates the transverse and longitudinal velocities to the density to determine phonon 

velocity [8]. The RBM peaks represent the radial vibration modes of the nanotube, thus 

containing information about diameter, and the peaks can occur at a range of values typically for 

SWCNTs they lie within the 100-300cm-1 range.  

 The Raman Spectra contains important information about the crystallinity and purity of a 

carbon nanotube sample. Most commercially sold CNTs are tested for purity and diameter 

control using Raman Spectroscopy. The advantage of using Raman Spectroscopy to analyze 

CNTs is the relative ease at identifying the D band. Taking the ratio of intensities for the D and 

G bands yields a ratio that provides a measure of the defectiveness of the CNT. Furthermore, the 

splitting of the G band and presence of the D’ band are other hallmark indicators of disorder in 

the graphene lattice structure. The drawback of Raman, however, is that it cannot distinguish 

between types of defects easily. It provides information on the relative level of defects, but not 

which type of defect is present. Theoretical and experimental Raman studies have been carried 

out to try to determine how the Raman spectra may be used to determine the type of defect, 

however, results remain inconclusive due to the complexity of the D, G’, and D’ processes as 

they relate to defects in the CNT structure. Dresselhaus and Thomsen have produced extensive 

reviews on the subject including defect treatments [22], [8]. Luchesse et al.’s work is also of 

note, as they developed an empirical model for determining the distance between defects to 

obtain the defect density in graphene. They fit their model to ID/IG ratios for varying defect 

density graphene sheets producing excellent agreement [23]. Unfortunately, the model does not 

hold for carbon nanotubes and rapidly breaks down due to the dependence of the model on the 
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excitation laser energy (refer to Luchesse et al.’s work for details). The result is that Raman 

Spectroscopy provides limited information in determining the defect density in CNTs. This 

limitation is important to keep in mind when using this technique to examine the defect level or 

type in CNTs.  

 

2.3 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

 

 

 To summarize, Raman Spectroscopy is a powerful tool for identifying the graphene 

structure. When pure and highly crystalline samples are being characterized, the spectra contain 

only a few very sharp peaks. The introduction of defects serves to split one of the bands and 

introduces new ones that are a relative measure of the level of disorder or defects in the crystal 

structure. The RBM peaks can be used to indirectly measure the diameter of the CNT and this 

portion of the spectra is often used for quality control and CNT identification.  
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CHAPTER 3: FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS 

 

3.1 FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS 

 

 

 A common configuration for studying carbon nanotubes is a field-effect transistor. 

Transistors are solid state devices that behave like an electronic switch. A traditional field-effect 

transistor (FET) is comprised of seven primary components: a source electrode, a drain 

electrode, a gate electrode, a substrate electrode, an n-type doped semiconducting region, a p-

type doped semiconducting region, and a thin gate dielectric. Figure 3.1 shows the basic 

configuration of a common n-channel field-effect transistor, also known as an NFET.  

 

 

Figure 3.1: Basic configuration of an n-channel field-effect transistor. Containing: source, drain, and gate electrodes, doped 

n-type and p-type regions and a dielectric layer.  
 

 Field-effect transistors are typically fabricated within a doped Si substrate containing 

dopant atoms that replace Si atoms within the crystal lattice with other similarly sized atoms that 

either have an extra electron, denoted as an n-type dopant, or are deficient by an electron and 

thus contributes an extra hole, known as a p-type dopant. The effect of the dopant atom is to 
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provide an excess of charge carriers that can more easily access the conduction band and thus 

increase the conductivity of the semiconducting material. Typical dopant atoms that are used are 

boron (p-type) and phosphorus (n-type). As was shown in  Fig. 3.1, an n-type FET would be 

fabricated with the following type and doping characteristics. 

 The underlying substrate would be p-type doped Si. This material will be used to form 

the p-type semiconducting region for the channel as well as the structural base of the device. 

Regions of the device are patterned for ion implantation in the locations where the eventual 

source and drain electrodes will be deposited. Ion implantation is a process where a dopant atom 

bombards within a shallow surface region of the substrate at high energy in order to implant the 

substrate with those atoms. A high temperature anneal, typically 1200℃, is performed post ion 

implantation to drive in the implanted atoms by giving the Si enough energy to allow for the 

atoms to diffuse within the crystal structure and embed themselves solidly within the Si crystal 

lattice. Once the heavily doped n-type regions have been formed, a thin dielectric material is 

deposited between the n-type regions over the channel of the transistor. The typical dielectric 

material is  SiO2. However, more recently better alternatives such as Al2O3, and HfO have 

replaced SiO2  as the dielectric layer due to significant improvements in the dielectric constant 

and the advantage of needing to deposit less material for an equivalent dielectric strength. After 

the dielectric layer has been added, the source, drain, and gate electrodes are added. This type of 

FET is also known as a Metal-Oxide Semiconducting Field-Effect Transistor or MOSFET. These 

used to utilize a true metal for the gate electrode, however due to fabrication drawbacks that 

affected mass production yield and device functionality, the metal in MOSFET is now a 

misnomer as it has been replaced with a material called polysilicon, which is another highly 
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doped semiconducting material that can be used as a conductor for the gate electrodes. Once the 

electrodes have been added, the device is electrically characterized to confirm the desired 

performance.   

 

3.2 FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR OPERATION 

 

 

A field-effect transistor operates when voltage is applied between the gate electrode and 

the substrate electrode, which creates an electric field in the gate oxide that rearranges the 

charges on the surfaces identical to how a capacitor stores charge. The sign of the charge will 

depend on whether a positive or negative gate voltage, or bias, is applied and whether the device 

is inherently a p- or n-type device. For the n-type field-effect transistor shown in Fig 3.1, an 

applied positive gate voltage will build up negative charge along the top surface of the dielectric 

layer and a corresponding positive charge along the lightly p-doped substrate interface. This 

latter set of charges will attract electrons toward the interface creating a depletion region. Once 

the rearrangement of charges reaches a certain level, corresponding to an applied voltage called 

the threshold voltage, a conducting channel forms from the electrons that collect at the 

semiconductor-dielectric interface between the source and drain electrodes and causes current to 

flow between source and drain. Further increasing the gate voltage serves to modulate the 

amount of current that can flow through the channel. This is analogous to a water faucet for a 

garden hose, where an initial turn is required to turn it on and start the flow, while further turning 

simply increases the rate at which water comes out. Figure 3.2 illustrates the concept of the 

channel depleting and the establishment of the conduction channel. 
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Figure 3.2: FET after threshold gate voltage has been applied. Note that the channel between source-drain n-type regions has 

been connected by a channel of charge carriers allowing current to flow, this region is called the depletion region. Adjusting the 

applied gate voltage modulates the current flow in the conducting channel.  
 

One other feature of field-effect transistors is the modification of the channel resistance 

that is possible by applying a voltage bias between the source-drain electrodes. The effect of this 

is to establish a potential gradient from source to drain thereby modifying the shape of the 

potential within the channel region. There are two cases of special interest when applying a 

source-drain voltage also referred to as bias: when the source-drain bias is less than the applied 

gate voltage, and when it has been raised significantly above the gate voltage. For the former 

case, the modification of the channel causes the drain current to be proportional to the drain 

voltage (relative to the source voltage), and the FET channel in this mode operates as a variable 

resistor and the FET is said to be in ohmic or linear mode. For the latter case, where the source-

drain bias is significantly larger than the applied gate voltage, Increasing the source-drain bias 

will create a dramatic asymmetry in the channel potential until it becomes “pinched-off” at the 

drain end. Continuing to increase the bias further from this point results in the movement of the 

pinch off point towards the source. This state is referred to as saturation. In this mode, the region 
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of the channel that is past the pinch-point and within the depletion region established by the gate 

field has a constant resistance equal to the substrate material. Further pushing the pinch-point 

towards the source will simply increase the size of this region and thus increases the resistance 

proportionally to the applied voltage. This makes the FET behave as a constant-current source.  

In summary, an FET is a switch that is turned on and off via an applied gate voltage. 

Modulation of the source-drain bias can modify the operation mode of the FET to behave as 

either a variable resistor or constant-current source. Operation relies on an applied electric field 

to control the creation and modulation of the conduction channel within the device, hence the 

field-effect naming convention.  

 

3.3 CHARACTERIZING FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS 

 

 

An FET is electrically characterized by applying a sweeping gate voltage and measuring 

the source-drain current response for a fixed source-drain bias voltage. This is what is 

traditionally known as a transfer characteristic 𝐼 − 𝑉𝐺 curve, an example of which is shown in 

Figure 3.3. Depending on the type of device, there are several key features that define the 

behavior of an FET. The first feature is the threshold voltage, which is the minimum applied gate 

voltage necessary to actuate the transistor to the on position where current is flowing from the 

source to the drain electrode. In contrast to the threshold voltage, the onset saturation voltage of 

the transistor is the point where continuing to apply increasing voltages to the gate does not 

further increase the current. The curve begins to plateau when the device gate voltage continues 

past this point.  
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The last big component of the 𝐼 − 𝑉𝐺 curve is the ratio of the on-state, or saturation 

current to the off-state current, which is the current of the device when the gate voltage is below 

the threshold voltage. This aptly named on-off ratio is a measure of performance for an FET and 

good typical values of the on-off ratio are in the 106 − 1010 range. Large values of the on-off 

ratio are desired because it indicates two distinct states for the device and can provide 

information about the power consumption and efficiency of the transistor. Aside from an 𝐼 − 𝑉𝐺 

measurement, it is also a standard practice to fix the gate voltage, typically at an on-state value, 

and sweep the source-drain bias voltage. This measurement provides information about the 

pinch-off and saturation points of the transistor rounding out the typical characterization 

techniques.  

 

Figure 3.3: MOSFET I-VG. Representative example of an I-VG curve from a MOSFET device. Adapted from [24]. 
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3.4 CARBON NANOTUBE FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS 

 

 

Until now, the discussion of field-effect transistors has been from the perspective of 

traditional MOSFETs. A carbon nanotube field-effect transistor (CNTFET) differs from a 

MOSFET in two distinct ways: device geometry, and device operation.  

 CNTFETs contain almost all the same distinct components of the MOSFET including the 

source-drain electrodes, the gate electrode, a gate dielectric, and a semiconducting channel. 

Whereas a MOSFET has the channel embedded within the underlying Si substrate, CNTFETs 

are constructed on top of a Si substrate. Recall from Chapter 1 that CNTs must be synthesized 

from a catalyst material and this is typically done by depositing the catalyst material on top of a 

Si substrate. Further distinguishing the two types of FETs, the CNTFET does not rely on lightly 

or heavily doped n- or p-type source/drain regions for operation. A semiconducting single walled 

carbon nanotube replaces the semiconductor channel of the MOSFET. Figure 3.4 shows the 

typical geometry for a CNTFET.  

 

 

Figure 3.4: Typical model for CNTFET device geometry. Unlike with a MOSFET a back-gate geometry is typically used with 

device operation, no longer relying on modulation of charge carriers within the channel, but rather modulation occurs at the 

metal-CNT interface. 

 

Note from Figure 3.4 that the doped semiconducting Si substrate acts as the gate for the device 

unlike in the MOSFET, which has an electrode located on top of the device. For a discussion of 
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the types of gate geometries, refer to Chapter 5 on device fabrication. In this configuration the 

doped Si will act as an electrode for applying the gate voltage and field to the device while the 

SiO2 will serve as the gate dielectric material. It was previously noted that SiO2 is not the best 

dielectric material to use as the gate dielectric, (use of the other recommended materials as a gate 

dielectric is also suitable) but for this study SiO2 was used to simplify fabrication  and discussion 

of CNTFETs will be given in this context for consistency with fabricated devices. The role of the 

dielectric does not change with the choice of material. The CNTFET is a simpler device 

geometry to understand ; there is a carbon nanotube that sits directly on top of a SiO2/Si substrate 

and metal electrodes are added at either end of the tube to form the source and drain electrodes.  

 The real distinguishing characteristic of CNTFETs from MOSFETs is the device 

operation. Unlike a MOSFET, a CNTFET does not operate by using the applied electric field to 

displace charge carriers to form a conducting channel at the dielectric-semiconductor interface, 

but instead uses a process called band bending to control the flow of current through the CNT 

channel. Band bending results in changes to the Schottky barrier width and the relative position 

of the band edges to the fermi level, which changes the current flow in the device.  

A Schottky barrier is a potential barrier formed at the interface between a semiconductor 

and a metal. This is due to a mismatch in the work functions of the two materials, where the 

work function is defined as the amount of energy needed to remove an electron from a solid to a 

point immediately outside of the solid. It is not a bulk material property, but rather a surface 

property, that depends on the material interface, purity, and defectiveness. When two 

mismatching materials are brought into contact, the mismatch in the work functions causes an 

exchange of charges until the chemical potentials or Fermi levels, become the same. The new 
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combined system of metal and semiconductor reaches equilibrium. This exchange of charges 

occurs in the region of the semiconductor in contact with and adjacent to the metal, causing 

charge displacement in the semiconductor. This region is referred to as the depletion region. Any 

difference between the conduction and valence band edges and the new equilibrium Fermi level 

cause the bands to bend, forming potential barriers between the equilibrium Fermi level and the 

valence and conduction band edges. The potential barrier that forms between the equilibrium 

Fermi level and the conduction band edge is the Schottky barrier for electrons, ΦSBE, while the 

barrier formed between the equilibrium Fermi level and the valence band edge is the Schottky 

barrier for holes, ΦSBP. It is this barrier that affects the flow of charge carriers between the metal 

and the semiconductor, ultimately controlling the conduction properties of the FET. Figure 3.5 

schematically shows Schottky barrier formation.  

 

 

Figure 3.5: Diagram of Schottky Barrier formation. Before contact the metal and semiconductor have two different Fermi 

levels and different work functions. After contact is made, charge transfer occurs until the Fermi levels align. This causes the 

conduction and valence bands in the semiconductor to bend producing a potential barrier for both holes and electrons. Diagram 

inspired by [7]. 
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 CNTFET device operation relies on the modulation of the Schottky barrier widths at the 

interface, as well as changes in band edge location relative to the fermi level to control the 

injection of charge carriers into the CNT channel of the device. As the applied gate voltage is 

varied the shape of the barriers changes. Consider the n-type CNTFET device of Figure 3.6 a-d, 

which depicts the following cases. For a negative applied gate voltage, Figure 3.6b, the bands 

bend upward, which increases the Schottky barrier width, ΦSBe width, for electrons. This increase 

of the barrier width for electrons makes it more difficult for electrons to tunnel across the barrier 

and effectively shuts off electron conduction. When a positive gate voltage is applied the bands 

bend downward decreasing the width of the Schottky barrier for electrons, ΦSBe width
. When the 

bands bend sufficiently to align the Fermi energy above the edge of the conduction band to 

narrow the Schottky barrier for electrons, such that tunneling through the barrier can occur, 

Figure 3.6 d, electrons begin to  flow through the device. Additionally, when the conduction 

band bends sufficiently to cross the Fermi level, conduction rapidly reaches saturation. The 

situation is exactly reversed for a p-type device, where positive applied gate voltages increases 

the Schottky barrier width for holes and negative applied voltage decreases the barrier width 

allowing for hole conduction. 
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Figure 3.6 a-d: Band bending diagram for an n-type CNTFET under; a) and c) no applied bias, b) negative applied gate 

voltage, and d) positive applied gate voltage. 

 

 Like the MOSFET, a CNTFET’s conduction type is determined by the dominant charge 

carrier type and can be defined as a p-type, an n-type, or  an ambipolar transistor. Unlike the 

MOSFET, the conduction type is not determined by the doping but rather through the 

modulation of the Schottky barrier. When the Schottky barrier for holes is less than the Schottky 

barrier for electrons, ΦSBP < ΦSBE,  and the majority charge carrier type is holes the device is said 
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to be p-type. For a device in which the  Schottky barrier for electrons is less than the one for 

holes, ΦSBE < ΦSBP, and electrons are the dominant charge carrier, the device is said to be n-type. 

For the case where the Schottky barrier for electrons and holes are about the same, ΦSBE ≈ ΦSBP, 

the device can conduct using both electrons and holes and the device is said to be ambipolar. 

Thus, for CNTFET devices, the dominant charge carrier type determines the type of devices. It 

should be noted that modulation of the Schottky barrier can be achieved not just by an applied 

gate field but also by environmental conditions that can modify or affect the barrier modulation.  

 

3.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

 

 

 A field-effect transistor is a  solid-state electronic switch used for carrying out digital 

logic operations and can be used to amplify signals. In its simplest form it is comprised of a 

source, a drain, a gate, a dielectric layer, doped n- and p-type regions, and the conducting 

channel. Application of an applied voltage to the gate electrode with respect to the substrate 

effectively turns on or off conduction in the channel between the source and drain electrodes. In 

addition to switching functionality, the application of a source-drain bias can modify the 

behavior of the device to behave as either a variable resistor or as a constant-current source. 

Field-effect transistors are the common device configuration used to study the behavior and 

properties of carbon nanotubes. In contrast to MOSFET devices, CNTFETs utilize an applied 

gate field to modify the Schottky barrier formed at the interface between the semiconducting 

nanotube channel and the metal electrode that controls current through the device. Conduction 

type is determined by the dominant charge carrier through the device rather than the doping type 

and is determined by the bending of the bands and the Schottky barrier height. This operation 
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mode is appropriately called Schottky barrier modulation and is the operational mechanism for 

CNTFETs.  
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CHAPTER 4: SENSING WITH CARBON NANOTUBES 

 

4.1 CARBON NANOTUBE SENSING MECHANISM – ORIGINAL MODELS 

 

 

 Despite carbon nanotubes having been around for almost thirty years, their sensing 

transduction mechanism remained elusive until very recently. Typical sensing using carbon 

nanotubes is carried out by first constructing a carbon nanotube field-effect transistor (CNTFET) 

as described in chapter 3. When constructed in a back-gated configuration, the CNT is exposed 

to the environment and the device can act as a sensor transducer. During ambient operating 

conditions, the device possesses a baseline 𝐼 − 𝑉𝐺 characteristic. When exposed to gaseous donor 

and acceptor analytes, such as ammonia (NH3) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) respectively, the 

current through the device changes as a function of analyte exposure concentration. The 

presumed sensing mechanism is thought to be the adsorption of analyte molecules on the 

sidewall surface of the SWCNT, which, results in a subsequent charge transfer between the 

analyte molecule and the CNT.  The conduction of the s-SWCNT channel is therefore modulated 

by this charge transfer process to produce the resulting change in conductivity associated with 

the current change. A review by Wang and Yeow from 2009 summarizes the various sensing 

mechanisms and device configurations [25].  

 

4.2 SCHOTTKY BARRIER MODULATION MODEL 

 

 

An alternate theory of the sensing mechanism was also proposed and later verified by 

Zhang et al. in 2006 [26]. This work demonstrated that gas molecules adsorbing on the SWCNT 

surface plays little to no role in changing the conductance of the semiconducting channel and 
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that the sensing mechanism is tied to a change in the Schottky barrier that is formed between the 

metal contact electrode and the semiconducting SWCNT. They arrived at this result by 

investigating sensor performance under conditions of selective passivation, or coverage of the 

source-CNT and drain-CNT electrodes with a thick polymer layer intended to prevent gas from 

reaching the contact electrodes. This sensing mechanism will be referred to in this work as the 

Schottky Barrier Modulation mechanism. This sensing mechanisms operation is described 

below. 

 When exposed to an acceptor or donor analyte, the Schottky Barrier is modified at the 

depletion region. This modification either increases or decreases the Schottky barrier height for 

electrons or holes depending on whether it is an acceptor or donor gas, accounting for the change 

in conductance seen in the devices. This associated change in the conductance of the device 

looks identical to the change in conductance expected if the sensing mechanism was analyte 

adsorption on the CNT sidewall. Before the experiment by Zhang et al., all prior experiments 

were done by exposing the entire device to gas. The introduction of the selective passivation 

allowed the first glimpse at separating the sidewall mechanism from the Schottky barrier 

mechanism. This definitive experiment performed by the aforementioned Zhang et al., which 

was later supported by the work of Dube [7] in which the change in both the Schottky barrier 

height and width was measured as a function of analyte exposure for near-pristine SWCNTs, 

paved the way for understanding the sensing mechanism of CNTFETs. Dube performed another 

critical measurement that found the change in the work function of various metals typically used 

as electrodes. The combination of measurements and theoretical treatment that she developed 

explains the change in the Schottky barrier as a function of analyte exposure, the result being that 
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the adsorption of gas molecules on the metal electrodes shifts the metal work function, which 

causes a change in the Schottky barrier height resulting in the observed shift in conductance in 

the transfer characteristics. The work of both Zhang and Dube demonstrated that the previously 

accepted model, which assumed only adsorption of gas molecules on the CNT sidewall caused 

the measured change in the transfer characteristics, is not quite correct. Zhang and Dube 

provided both experimental and theoretical treatments to support the Schottky barrier model 

mode of operation for CNTFET sensors. 

 

4.3 THE GREAT DEBATE ABOUT SENSING 

 

 

 Despite these results showing clear evidence to support the Schottky barrier modulation 

mechanism for sensing, there continues to be opposition and contradictory experimental results 

published. One of the largest criticisms of the Zhang experiment was the use of a polymer for the 

passivation material. The polymers chosen were, a bilayer of Polymethyl Methacrylate (PMMA) 

and SU-8, which unfortunately, are not gas impermeable. Zhang took great care in his 

experiment to account for this and the data shows that the device does not respond to gas 

exposure for 90 minutes. After the 90-minute window, the device begins to respond to the gas 

and the transfer characteristics change. To account for this, Zhang calculated and showed that 

this result is consistent with the time it takes for gas molecules to diffuse through the polymer 

bilayer. The resulting calculations, [26], are in excellent agreement with the data and more than 

adequately explain the delayed response time of the device. In fact, it was argued that this 

delayed response makes a stronger case for the Schottky barrier modulation model because it 
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shows that the device does not respond to gas until the gas reaches the interface between 

nanotube and the metal electrode.  

Zhang’s argument was not strong enough to convince the group of Mattmann et al. [14] 

who criticized the experiment and its results because of the polymer bilayers gas permeability. 

Mattmann published a counter experiment to Zhang that utilized the same idea of selective 

passivation to cover the metal electrodes  leaving the CNT channel exposed. However, the big 

difference was that instead of a polymer Mattmann used Atomic Layer Deposition to deposit a 

thin layer of aluminum oxide, Al2O3, to passivate his devices. As evidence of passivation quality, 

they fully passivated an entire device, leaving no exposed channel or metal contacts, and verified 

that the device showed no electrical response upon exposure to gas.  

 After demonstrating that they could achieve full passivation of the electrodes by using 

Al2O3, the next step that Mattmann et al. took was to preferentially remove the Al2O3 only from 

the CNT channel region by wet chemical etch, leaving the electrodes passivated and exposing 

the CNT channel. These new devices now replicated the experiment of Zhang but with a more 

thorough passivation method. The results of their experiment directly contradicted Zhang’s result 

as they saw that with the CNT channel exposed and the electrodes covered, their device did 

respond to gas. Based on this Mattmann concluded that the sensing mechanism was not due to 

Schottky barrier modulation but direct adsorption and charge transfer with the CNT sidewall and 

it is clear based on what they have presented that that the sensing mechanism is charge transfer 

driven rather than Schottky barrier driven.  
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4.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

 

 

 The literature shows several experimental and theoretical treatments that support both 

models for the sensing mechanism of CNTFETs and together they form an incomplete picture of 

what is happening with these devices. Until now there has been no new experimental results 

published on this topic of which this author is aware. Furthermore, based on what is available in 

these older experiments, it is obvious that a major and very critical component of these systems 

has been overlooked in all these experiments. The missing piece of the analysis lies with the 

quality of the carbon nanotubes, and proper treatment of the role that defects in the nanotube 

structure play in the sensing mechanism of CNTFET devices. When you take into consideration 

the role that these defects play, is it possible that the contradictory experimental results can be 

explained by the presence of defects in the CNT structure that act as interaction sites for gas 

molecules? How would this result present itself when the electrodes are passivated? The impact 

of the defects is the central question that will be addressed in the following chapters, however, 

prior to that, we need to understand how to fabricate a CNTFET along with the associated 

fabrication techniques needed to carry out an experiment to separate and explore the sensing 

mechanism in the presence of defects.  
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CHAPTER 5: FABRICATION OF CARBON NANOTUBE FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS 

 

 

5.1 FABRICATION OVERVIEW 

 

 

The fabrication process to make carbon nanotube field-effect transistors is a relatively 

straightforward process to understand. The device consists of four main components, including 

the substrate, the carbon nanotube (which forms the channel of the FET), the source and drain 

electrodes, and the gate electrode. Choices for the geometry of the device depend on the 

application for the device., The most important is the configuration of the gate electrode. 

Available geometries include bottom-gate, side-gate, suspended channel, and top-gate 

configurations. Further fabrication considerations include the choice of materials for device 

components as well as the choice of technique used to fabricate each component of the device. 

The remainder of this chapter will go into detail about each of the fabrication steps, 

methodologies, and considerations chosen for the fabrication of CNTFETs in this work. To 

motivate this discussion, a brief overview of the fabrication process follows to outline the needed 

techniques that will be discussed. 

A brief overview of the fabrication process employed in this work follows. A p-doped Si 

substrate is prepared by cutting sample chips and cleaning them. Cleaned chips are then spin-

coated with an electron beam resist. An alignment mark is patterned via electron beam 

lithography (e-beam), and a bilayer of titanium and gold is sputtered on the sample. The sample 

then undergoes a lift-off process, removing excess material and leaving the alignment mark now 

made of the Ti/Au bilayer. E-beam resist is then spin-coated onto the sample followed by 

electron beam lithography to pattern the location of catalyst islands for CNT growth. Catalyst 
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material is deposited by drop casting, dried and adhered to the substrate surface while excess 

material is removed by another lift-off procedure. Samples then undergo a high growth process 

in a chemical vapor deposition system where CNTs are grown from the catalyst islands 

previously patterned onto the substrate. Another round of e-beam resist is added followed by 

electron beam lithography to pattern alignment marks near the catalyst island locations for 

device patterning. Sputtering of titanium and gold is done again to deposit the metal for these 

alignment marks. Excess material is removed by lift-off and the samples are then imaged by 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) to determine viable CNTs for device fabrication. From the 

SEM images the source and drain electrode locations are determined for e-beam writing. 

Samples receive another spin-coating of resist for e-beam lithography, electrodes are 

lithographically patterned and then metal is sputtered to form the electrodes. Excess material is 

removed once again by lift-off. Finally, devices are imaged via SEM to confirm fabrication of 

the device before they are ready for electrical characterization and measurement.  Figure 5.1 

depicts the fabrication flow diagram for this process. 
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Figure 5.1: Process flow diagram for the fabrication of CNTFETs. 1) Spin coat single layers of MMA/PMMA forming a 

bilayer for E-beam lithography. 2) E-beam lithography to pattern master alignment mark. 3) Deposition of Ti/Au. 4) Lift-off of 

MMA/PMMA to remove all Ti/Au except for the patterned alignment mark. 5) Spin coat 4 layers of PMMA. 6) E-beam 

lithography for patterning Catalyst Island array. 7) Drop cast deposition of CNT Catalyst material. 8) Lift-off of excess Catalyst 

except for patterned islands. 9) CNT growth. 10) Spin coat MMA/PMMA bilayer. 11) E-beam lithography for patterning source, 

drain, and gate electrodes. 12) Deposition of Ti/Au metal. 13) Lift-off of excess metal except for patterned electrodes. Material 

color coding legend shown at far right of Figure.  
 

5.2 DEVICE GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL SELECTION 

 

 

 The described fabrication process flow can only be undertaken after first deciding upon 

the appropriate geometry, materials, and fabrication techniques that will be used to build the 

CNTFETs. This selection process is critical to several important fabrication parameters such as 

device yield, device performance, device reliability, as well as the impact on the results obtained 

from characterization of the devices. Each of these impacts will be discussed in the following 

relevant chapter sections, but  device geometry and materials system selection will first be 

considered as they dictate the necessary techniques and limitations that will follow.  

 Device geometry, as mentioned in the overview, can come in three different 

configurations, bottom-gate, top-gate, or side-gate structures. A bottom-gate device utilizes an 

Ti/Au Alignment 

Mark 
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“electrode” that resides beneath the channel of the device. Typically, this is done by utilizing a 

doped Si substrate. Although other fabrication options exist for such bottom-gate configurations, 

using the doped substrate is the easiest for fabrication. Top-gated devices have a gate electrode 

applied over the top of the carbon nanotube. In this configuration, an oxide layer must be 

deposited between the gate electrode and the nanotube itself to act as a gate, otherwise it would 

simply be another source or drain electrode. This configuration is closest in resemblance to the 

FET’s described in chapter 3. For the experiments where exposure of the device to the 

environment for sensing applications is desired, this configuration does not allow the CNTFET 

to be exposed to the environment and is more suited for traditional transistor applications.  

A geometry that does allow for environmental exposure, similar to the bottom-gate 

configuration, is the suspended channel configuration. In this geometry the CNT is suspended 

above the substrate, typically by etching channels in the oxide then growing or placing the CNT 

over the channel. If a gate electrode is placed in the channel, or the underlying doped Si substrate 

is used as a gate beneath the suspended nanotube, suspended channel gate geometry is obtained. 

An advantage of this configuration is the removal of much of the hysteresis in the transfer curves 

of the device as charge traps in the oxide layer, which are now no longer present, give rise to the 

hysteresis seen in CNTFET devices. The drawback to this geometry is that it is much more 

difficult to fabricate and requires additional steps in the process as well as the non-trivial task of 

getting the nanotube to either grow or be placed across the channel in order to suspend the 

nanotube.  

Finally with the side-gate configuration, the gate electrode is in the same plane as the source 

and drain electrodes on the surface of the substrate but placed adjacent to the nanotube. Typically, 
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no oxide layer is used to separate the nanotube from the gate electrode, however an air gap exists 

so that the air between the electrode and the nanotube replaces the dielectric material present in 

other device geometries. Figure 5.2 shows the four different geometries available for CNTFETs.  

 

 

Figure 5.2: Different available device geometries for CNTFETs. Note that S and D are the source and drain electrodes 

respectively while the gate electrode is labelled as gate.  a) Bottom-gate device, b) Side-gate device, c) Top-gate device, d) 

Suspended channel gate device. Bottom-gate device geometry is used in this work. 

 

 For the present work, a bottom-gate geometry utilizing the doped Si substrate is used. 

This is done for one reason, which is ease of fabrication. For devices using growth of CNTs on 

the substrate, using a pre-patterned bottom-gate other than the doped Si would require additional 

fabrication steps and material selection that is high temperature resistant. While not difficult to 

achieve, it does not provide additional benefits worth the extra fabrication steps and hence using 

the doped substrate simplifies fabrication. Furthermore, most devices fabricated in the literature 

are made using the doped Si substrate as the bottom gate and for comparing results to the 
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literature the addition of a bottom-gate other than the substrate would add another variable. This 

could make analyzing the device physics more complicated and make comparisons to other data 

sets more challenging. A good experiment is the simplest one and by not overcomplicating the 

device geometry, one prevents difficulties with the analysis as well as removing barriers in the 

fabrication process.  

 Perhaps a more critical choice in the design of the CNTFET is in the selection of the 

metals used for contacting the carbon nanotube. Previous work by Dube et al. [7] demonstrated 

that the metal work function plays a critical role in the band structure and band bending at the 

CNT-metal interface. The larger the difference between the work function of the metal and the 

Fermi level of the CNT, the larger the bending of the bands at the interface. Additionally, 

selection of a metal that forms a good contact with the CNT, such as Ti, can improve the contact 

resistance [27]. Thus, selecting a metal of a given work function can directly affect the final 

device behavior and how sensitive the device becomes, particularly in sensing applications.  

For this work, a bilayer of titanium and gold is used for all metal deposition steps. 

Ideally, it would be desirable to use only gold to make contact directly with the CNT, 

unfortunately since gold is a noble metal it does not form an oxide and when deposited directly 

on a silicon dioxide substrate the gold does not form bonds to allow it to adhere to the substrate. 

To address this, the standard fabrication technique developed in the semiconductor field is to 

utilize a less noble metal as an adhesion layer. Metals such as Titanium, Chromium, and 

Niobium, which are typically used, readily form oxides. Thus, when these metals are deposited 

on a silicon dioxide substrate, some of the metal atoms form an oxide with dangling oxygen 

bonds of the silicon dioxide, adhering the adhesion metal to the oxide. The adhesion metal layer 
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can then form an alloy with the noble metal and acts as a bridge between the substrate and the 

desired metal. By keeping the adhesion layer sufficiently thin, on the order of a few nanometers, 

the noble metal can be considered in contact with the carbon nanotube without losing the 

adhesive effect of the adhesion metal layer [28].  

The choice of titanium and gold over other metal bilayer combinations stems from two 

considerations. The first consideration is whether the choice of metal has an impact on the device 

physics. There are typically three metal choices for the electrode metal: gold, palladium, or 

platinum. As noble metals, they do not degrade or change properties over time, making them the 

best conductors available, thus lending stability to the device. The second and most important 

consideration is the work function of the metal as this is what will directly affect the band 

bending and Schottky barriers at the metal-CNT interface. The work function of all three of these 

metals is comparable at around ~5ev when left in an air environment over time, [7] leading to the 

conclusion that they are interchangeable if the same metal is used for all devices. This leads to 

the real consideration, which is accessibility and cost of fabricating devices from one of these 

metals. Platinum is the most expensive of these metals, followed by gold and finally palladium. 

Though access to all three materials is possible in our facility, gold was selected because it has 

been used by previous researchers in our group and is the most commonly used conductor metal, 

making it easiest to compare with past data as well as many results found in literature. Titanium 

was chosen as the adhesion metal over chrome because titanium forms good contact with CNTs 

reducing the contact resistance and improving the metal-CNT interface.   
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5.3 CNT CATALYST AND GROWTH 

 

 

 The carbon nanotube synthesis step of the fabrication is critical to the study of carbon 

nanotubes. Aside from growth technique, the quality of the growth and yield of usable carbon 

nanotubes for device fabrication must be considered when synthesizing nanotubes for an 

experiment. An overview of the synthesis methods has been previously described in Section 1.4 

so this section will focus on the synthesis and characterization techniques utilized in this work, 

namely chemical vapor deposition (CVD).  

 CVD growth uses high temperatures to break down the methane hydrocarbon feedstock 

gas to extract the carbon needed for carbon nanotube production. Most CVD processes do this by 

heating a catalyst material that drives the breakdown of the methane and dissolves the carbon 

component into the catalyst. Upon saturation of the catalyst with carbon atoms, the continued 

breakdown and addition of more carbon causes it to precipitate out of the catalyst material, 

which then forms the carbon nanotube structure. Several strategies exist for how to carry out this 

process including catalyst material, catalyst geometry or physical orientation, as well as where 

the catalyst is placed, attached, or patterned during the growth process -all of which can affect 

the outcome of the CNTs produced. For this work an Fe and Mo bimetallic catalyst has been 

selected as past research work in our lab indicated preferential growth of predominantly 

semiconducting SWCNTs over metallic SWCNTs. The specific recipe and catalyst formulation 

protocol may be found in Appendix A. This catalyst produces about two-thirds semiconducting 

SWCNTs and one-third metallic SWCNTs. Typical diameters of produced tubes are around 1nm, 

as shown from the Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) image in Figure 5.3. AFM is a technique 

often used to characterize nanotube diameters by measuring changes in surface topography. 
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Figure 5.3: Atomic force microscopy image and analysis of CNT diameter. a) shows the micrograph height measurement of 

the CNT with the height of the CNT or diameter of ~1nm. b) Contrast image of the AFM scan showing the nanotube as the bright 

object in the image, the horizontal line indicates the location of the micrograph scan shown in (a).  
 

Briefly, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a scanning probe microscopy technique with 

nanometer resolution. AFM utilizes a probe tip that is either tapped or rastered across the surface 

of a sample. The interaction between the probe tip and the substrate sample produces changes in 

the probe tip, such as the height, which are then used to measure properties of the sample. One of 

the features which is relevant for this work is in imaging a surface with nm resolution, ideal for 

measuring and imaging CNTs. By scanning the probe tip across the substrate, an image can be 

compiled out of the contrast given by the probe tip height as a function of location thus 

producing an image, like Figure 5.3b. This also means that the diameter of a CNT may be 

measured by looking at the probe tip height of the substrate compared to the height of the tip 

when it contacts the CNT, which gives a direct measurement of the CNT diameter as shown in 

Figure 5.3a.   
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 The growth process is carried out in the following manner for all CNTFETs used in this 

work. Si/SiO2  substrates  patterned with Fe/Mo bimetallic catalyst islands are loaded into a ¾ 

inch diameter, 4 inch long quartz tube by placing the substrates onto a Si platform that is inserted 

into the quartz tube or carrying boat. A second wider piece of Si is inserted over the samples 

with a small gap between the samples and the upper the Si piece, as seen in Figure 5.4. 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Schematic illustrating sample holder used in CVD growth of CNTs. Patterned catalyst chips (black rectangles) 

are placed on a slab of Si (purple slabs) with another slab of Si on top to produce a region of laminar gas flow during growth, 

which encourages horizontal growth of CNTs rather than vertical growth. 

 

 The effect of the Si sandwich is to produce a region of laminar flow around the samples to 

encourage growth of the CNTs laterally in the plane of the substrate surface, thereby increasing 

the number of CNTs that may be used to make devices. Once samples have been loaded into the 

quartz tube boat, the boat is then loaded into a 1” diameter quartz tube and slid to the center of 

the tube and thus the center zone of a three-zone tube furnace, a Lindberg Blue M 3-Zone Quartz 

Tube Furnace. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the quartz sample boat and tube furnace respectively.  
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Figure 5.5: Lindberg Blue M Three zone tube furnace used for CVD growth. Samples are loaded into a smaller quartz tube 

boat as seen in the center zone of the furnace in this image. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Quartz sample boat with samples being loaded for CVD growth. Samples are placed on slabs of Si to keep them 

level and allow for even gas flow and heating of all the samples during growth. 

 

Quartz Tube 

Si Chip Si Sample Slab 
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 Once samples have been loaded into the tube furnace, the ends of the tube are connected 

to gas inlet and exhaust ports. There are three gases utilized in our growth process following our 

previously developed method [7], [18], namely methane gas as the carbon source, hydrogen as a 

growth control agent, and argon as an inert purge and temperature ramping gas. After loading 

samples and connecting gas feeds to the furnace tube, the CVD system is ready for growth. 

Details of the growth protocol will be discussed in section 5.7.5. 

 

5.4 ELECTRON BEAM LITHOGRAPHY 

 

 

 When working with carbon nanotubes, whose diameters are typically less than 5nm, it 

becomes extremely difficult to use standard optical lithography techniques for patterning 

devices. It is impossible to see CNTs with an optical microscope since the size is below the 

diffraction limit for light. As a result, it is necessary to utilize a more high-resolution 

microscopic technique.  Scanning Electron Microscopy is the ideal technique for doing just that.  

 Scanning Electron Microscopy, or SEM, is a technique where a beam of electrons is 

generated from a source, then rastered over the surface to be imaged. The interaction between the 

accelerated electrons and the material to be imaged produces backscattered electrons, secondary 

electrons and at some energies, scattered x-rays. Detectors designed to collect each of these 

electron interactions are used to translate these processes into an image which is then displayed 

to the user. Resolution in the single nanometer range is possible with this type of imaging 

technique and makes the imaging of CNTs not only possible but easy. 

 By taking advantage of the raster mechanism of the SEM and controlling both the raster 

rate of the beam and its interaction with an electron sensitive polymer, a form of lithography 
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called electron beam lithography can be performed. Electron beam lithography (e-beam) is like 

traditional photolithography in that it takes advantage of a sensitive resist material that will be 

exposed to form a pattern. The resist is exposed to electrons rather than light, then developed just 

like in traditional photolithography. The process differs the most in the exposure step itself. 

Unlike photolithography, where a metal coated mask with the desired pattern controls the 

exposure of light to the resist, in e-beam lithography, the mask is replaced by a software-

controlled pattern that controls the raster of the electron beam in the SEM to produce a pattern. 

This provides two key advantages over photolithography making it ideal for working with CNTs. 

First, since the resolution of the patterns is limited by the electron beam, the feature resolution 

can be much smaller than photolithography. Second, since the pattern for exposure is software 

controlled, the pattern may be easily changed without the need to manufacture an entirely new 

exposure mask which allows e-beam lithography much more flexible for trying out different 

pattern geometries. Unfortunately, the largest drawback to e-beam lithography is the throughput. 

The writing of patterns in e-beam is significantly slower than photolithography where an entire 

wafer may be exposed at once. With e-beam, each feature of the pattern must be written directly 

with the rastered beam. Modern e-beam writing tools have sped this process up significantly 

although throughput is still significantly slower than by traditional photolithography.  

 In order to fabricate CNTFETs it is necessary to use both SEM and e-beam lithography in 

order to pattern the components of the devices. This is due to carbon nanotubes not being visible 

optically and, thus, making it impossible to align the components of the device. Thus, the SEM is 

ideal for imaging carbon nanotubes and combined with e-beam lithography, allowing for the 

fabrication of the CNTFET devices.  
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5.5 METALLIZATION 

 

 

 In order to fabricate the contact electrodes for the CNTFETs, metal must be deposited to 

contact the nanotube. This step, referred to as metallization, is a process where the chosen metal 

is deposited on the desired substrate by transferring material from a target, atom by atom, and 

having it collect on the substrate. There are a variety of techniques available for the deposition of 

metals stemming from two major approaches, sputtering and evaporation. Both avenues take 

fundamentally different approaches for depositing metal onto a substrate and as a result these 

different approaches can lead to different impacts on final device characteristics. 

 Evaporation techniques for metal deposition include two types, thermal evaporation and 

electron beam or e-beam evaporation. Both types of evaporation take place in a chamber that is 

pumped to low vacuum, typically on the order of 10-6 Torr. Typical target to substrate distance 

for evaporation techniques is about 10-20 cm. By evacuating the chamber this increases the 

mean free path that an atom has between the target and substrate, which increases the rate at 

which atoms can travel without scattering to the substrate.  

 Thermal evaporation works by running a high current through a metal boat, called a 

crucible, which melts and then evaporates the target metal. Crucibles are typically made of 

highly resistive and high temperature stable materials such as tungsten, in order to heat the target 

metal to the required melting temperature and evaporate the metal to produce a metallic gas. 

Evaporated metal atoms then travel away from the target source and collect on the substrate. 

Rotation of the substrate during this process ensures a relatively uniform deposition on the 

substrate. A quartz crystal microbalance is employed to monitor the deposition rate and thickness 

of the collected material on the substrate.   
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 Electron beam evaporation is functionally identical to thermal evaporation with the major 

difference being the method for melting and evaporating the target metal. In e-beam evaporation 

a focused electron beam is directed from an emitter to the crucible. The focused beam hits the 

target metal, heats the target, the target melts, then target material evaporates and travels to the 

substrate. This technique is more difficult than thermal evaporation because it relies on the 

focused e-beam being kept aimed at the same point on the target for efficient heating and 

evaporation to occur. The advantage is that this method does not rely on high current being run 

through the entire crucible, thereby allowing for a wider range of materials to be evaporated 

compared to thermal evaporation.  

 An alternative metallization technique is magnetron sputtering. Unlike evaporation, 

magnetron sputtering uses a magnetically confined plasma to ionize and accelerate gas ions, 

typically argon, onto a target containing the desired deposition metal. Metal atoms are removed 

and ejected from the target by the impact of the argon gas ions and collect on the deposition 

substrate. Like evaporation, sputtering is done under vacuum, to increase the mean free path 

between collisions. Unlike evaporation, it is done at a lower vacuum level due to the injection of 

gas to generate the plasma. Sputtering is typically a more efficient and faster deposition 

technique compared to evaporation and modulation of the plasma power adjusts the rate at which 

metal atoms are removed from the target which increases the deposition rate as a function of the 

plasma power.  

 Magnetron sputtering can be operated in two ways, DC and RF modes. In DC mode the 

applied electric field used to confine and generate the sputtering plasma is operated with a DC 

field. DC Sputtering is the most efficient sputtering technique with the highest deposition rates 
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achievable. With a DC field, an accumulation of positive charges builds up due to the impact of 

the charged ion on the target, and if the target is not sufficiently conductive, this buildup of 

charge impedes the sputtering process and degrades the deposition. As a result, DC sputtering is 

limited to conductive materials. RF Sputtering allows the sputtering of not just conductive 

materials but also non-conductive materials by changing the applied field to an AC field. The 

alternating field allows for the removal of the charge buildup due to the impact of the charged 

ions. Although RF sputtering is less efficient than DC sputtering, it broadens the types of 

materials that can be sputtered to include non-conductive materials such as oxides.  

 Choice of deposition technique impacts the fabricated devices and must be carefully 

considered when developing the fabrication process. To deposit contact electrodes and alignment 

marks, DC magnetron sputtering of titanium and gold has been used for this work. This 

technique was selected for its efficiency and to keep fabrication details consistent with past 

experiments performed by our group. This choice does have its drawbacks and is not the 

common technique employed in literature. Typically, for CNTFET, studies contact metals are 

deposited by e-beam evaporation. Evaporation is chosen to avoid undue damage to the CNT 

since the metal atoms do not get accelerated by the impacting ions or by the magnetic field used 

to confine the plasma. Sputtering runs the risk of damaging the CNT due to energetic metal 

atoms and exposure to the plasma. In this study, a low energy plasma is used for the initial metal 

deposition reducing the risk of damage to the CNT. The impact of the use of sputtering versus 

evaporation has not been fully studied here, however, issues with yield have not been noticed 

using sputtering. Furthermore, by keeping the fabrication details consistent, any impact due to 

the fabrication is accounted for by comparison of all devices fabricated using the same 
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conditions. While e-beam evaporation is the preferred technique for depositing contact metals for 

CNTFETs, our facility does not have access to an e-beam evaporation system making this choice 

inaccessible for this study.  

 

5.7 THE FABRICATION PROCESS  

 

 

 Previous sections have described the types of techniques needed in the fabrication 

process, advantages and disadvantages of those techniques, and justification for the uses of 

certain techniques in this work. This section will return to the overview of the fabrication process 

given in section 5.1 and provide more detail and insight into the fabrication of CNTFETs used in 

this work.  

 

5.7.1 SUBSTRATE PREPARATION AND RESIST SPINCOATING 

 

 

 All CNTFETs fabricated in this work are fabricated from P-doped Prime Grade <100> 

oriented silicon wafers. The Si is 500 µm thick with a 300 nm thick layer of thermally grown 

SiO2 on top. Individual chips are cut from the 100mm diameter wafers to be 5mm x 10mm in 

size. A batch of chips for device fabrication consists of eight chips which is split into two groups, 

samples 1-4 and samples 5-8. Each half batch will undergo the same processing conditions 

together up to and including the electrode patterning stage, after which, selective passivation is 

done on a chip-by-chip and device-by-device basis. Cut chips are first cleaned in a three-step 

cleaning process that removes grease and cleans the chip surface. The three steps are sequential 

soaking  in trichloroethylene, acetone, and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) while undergoing a two-
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minute sonication in each solvent. Once the three sonication steps are completed the chips are 

rinsed with IPA and dried using a nitrogen gun.  

 Cut and cleaned chips are then ready for spin coating of an electron beam resist. Spin 

coating is a process where a vacuum chuck holds a sample down while it is rotated at high 

revolutions per minute (RPM). A resist to be spun is then dispensed onto the sample with the 

amount dispensed depending on the surface area to be coated. The chuck then spins at a user 

defined RPM and duration to thin out and planarize the resist layer to a desired thickness. After 

spinning down the resist layer, the sample is baked on a hot plate to remove resist solvent and 

further set the resist. This is known as the pre-exposure bake. For electron beam lithography, 

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) is used as an e-beam resist. The resist is spun to a thickness of 

about half a micron per layer and baked on a hotplate at 180℃ for two minutes. Depending on 

the processing step, several layers of PMMA and/or methyl methacrylate (MMA), the pre-

polymer of PMMA, are used to build the resist layers.  

 

5.7.2  ELECTRON BEAM LITHOGRAPHY 

 

 

 Once the resist layers have been spin coated and baked, they are ready for e-beam 

lithography. The first lithography step is used to pattern an alignment mark in the corner of the 

chip. For this work, a Zeiss Supra 55 Scanning Electron Microscope with integrated Nano-

Pattern Generation System is used for all SEM and E-beam lithography steps. The alignment 

mark serves as a reference point for all subsequent lithography steps and makes navigating the 

chip easier for processing. The alignment mark used in this work consists of the GNµLab logo, 

depicted in Figure 5.6.  
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Figure 5.6: Optical microscope image of GNµLab logo alignment mark used for device fabrication. The line beneath the 

logo is 50 microns long and is used for horizontal alignment of the chip. All catalyst islands are located relative to the bottom left 

corner of the logo, specifically the bottom left corner of the line beneath the logo. 

 

The horizontal line beneath the logo is 50 microns long and serves as a horizontal alignment 

reference point for the chips during fabrication. All catalyst islands are lithographically patterned 

relative to this mark making later navigation of the device easy by always referencing to this 

mark.  

 Once the alignment mark has been patterned, the chip is developed in a dilute methyl 

isobutyl ketone (MIBK) and IPA solution mixed at a ratio of 1:3, MIBK:IPA. Development is 

done for 70 seconds in this solution, after which the chip is rinsed in IPA and N2 gun dried. The 

chip is then examined under an optical microscope to verify the pattern writing and development.  

 

5.7.3  METALLIZATION AND LIFT-OFF 

 

 

 Next the chip is placed into a magnetron sputtering tool, a CVC brand DC sputtering tool. 

Two depositions are done in this tool, first a thin 10nm layer of titanium is deposited on the chip 
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followed by a 50nm layer of gold. After the metal has been deposited the chip is soaked in 

Acetone for several hours to remove the MMA/PMMA layer and most of the Ti/Au on top of the 

chip. After the chip has soaked it is rinsed with more acetone, then IPA, and finally nitrogen (N2) 

dried. What remains after this process is the patterned alignment mark. This process of using a 

sacrificial layer that removes unwanted material except where desired is called lift-off.  It is the 

technique used for all the major patterning steps when building CNTFET devices in this work.  

 

5.7.4 CATALYST ISLAND PATTERNING 

 

 

 Now that the alignment mark has been deposited on the chip, the next step is to pattern 

catalyst islands from which the CNTs will grow. Four layers of PMMA are spin-coated to a 

thickness of 2 microns onto the device chips. Next, e-beam lithography is used to define 

openings in the PMMA that will serve as the deposition locations for the thick bimetallic catalyst 

used to grow the CNTs in the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process. These openings form a 

pattern of islands referred to as the catalyst islands. Figure 5.7 shows a representative image of 

what the islands look like.  
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Figure 5.7: a) Example of catalyst islands post e-beam lithography. The entire pattern consists of twelve sets of these islands 

labeled by row and column using letters for rows and numbers for each column. b) Image of left half of the array showing two of 

the four columns plus end of row navigation marks used for SEM navigation.  
 

The catalyst islands serve two very important functions; first, they confine the CNT catalyst 

material to well defined regions that limits where CNTs can grow, making it easier to identify 

single tubes that are well isolated for CNTFET device fabrication. Second, the islands serve as 

both navigation and alignment marks for where devices will be fabricated. By using patterned 

catalyst as opposed to depositing the catalyst over the entire chip, it is possible to easily identify 

single carbon nanotubes for device fabrication.  

 Catalyst island patterned chips are then prepared for chemical vapor deposition to grow 

the carbon nanotubes. The bimetallic catalyst solution used in this work consists of Fe and Mo 

metal with alumina nanoparticles as a spacer, all dispersed in methanol. The details of the 

catalyst may be found in Appendix A. This solution is sonicated overnight prior to deposition to 

ensure uniform dispersion of catalyst metals in solution. A 30 µl drop of solution is deposited 

onto the chips which are placed on a pre-warmed hotplate set to 35℃. They sit at this slightly 

elevated temperature for 10 minutes to allow the solvent to evaporate from the catalyst solution. 

Chips are then transferred to another pre-warmed hotplate set to 85℃ for 3 minutes. This second 

a b 
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bake step further removes any residual solvent and ensures adhesion of the catalyst to the SiO2 

substrate for the subsequent CNT tip-growth mechanism. This  is important for both the next step 

and for anchoring the CNTs to the chips for the duration of fabrication. Following catalyst 

deposition and baking steps, the chips are soaked in acetone to lift-off all the catalyst material 

except for the pre-patterned islands. Once the PMMA layer has been removed, the chips are 

further rinsed in acetone, IPA, and finally N2 dried. The chips are then ready to be loaded into 

the quartz boat for CVD growth of the carbon nanotubes. Details of the growth mechanism may 

be found in Chapter 2 and the growth protocol with specific procedural details may be found in 

the appendices.  

 

5.7.5 CARBON NANOTUBE GROWTH 

 

 

 CVD growth is carried out in a Lindberg Blue M three-zone tube furnace using a 1-inch 

diameter quartz tube. Samples are loaded into a ¾ inch quartz tube that serves as a quartz boat 

for holding the samples. Inside this smaller tube a slice of silicon, the length of the tube, is 

placed inside with the samples loaded on top (see Figure 5.8 for reference). A wider slice of 

silicon is placed in the tube on top of the sample carrying silicon which acts to confine feedstock 

gas flow and creates a region of laminar flow over the samples. It previously has been found that 

this laminar flow region helps to encourage some of the tube growth to be along the surface of 

the substrate rather than vertical growth from the catalyst as is typical.  
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Figure 5.8: Quartz sample holder boat for the CVD furnace. Top image depicts samples loaded onto a silicon slab as a carrier 

with another slab on top creating a region between the two slabs where laminar flow of feedstock gas can occur. The lower image 

shows what the boat holder looks like when loaded into the furnace for growth. 

 

Once the quartz tube with samples has been loaded into the furnace, the ends of the tube are 

connected to gas inlet and exhaust lines and is ready for the growth process.  

 Before the furnace is ramped up to growth temperature, the furnace tube and lines are  

purged to both remove air and ensure the flow rates for growth have stabilized before the system 

is brought up to temperature. Flow rates are set using rotameters that regulate the flow of each 

gas. Rotometer settings are: 30mm for argon, 32 mm for methane, and 27 mm for hydrogen. The 

purges are: argon plus hydrogen for five minutes, followed by argon plus methane for five 

minutes to ensure both feedstock gas lines are purged and the flow rates for both gases are 

individually stabilized. Once purging has been completed, argon is left flowing while the 

temperature of the furnace is raised to growth temperature. The three zones are set as follows, 

zone-1: 775℃, zone-2: 925℃, and zone-3: 775℃. The furnace takes about an hour and a half to 
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two hours to reach growth temperature. After the furnace has reached temperature, the argon 

flow is discontinued and pure hydrogen is flowed at its set flow rate for five minutes. This clears 

any residual molecules that may not have been pushed out during the purge stages and reacts 

with them to remove them. The hydrogen itself is critical in controlling the growth of the CNTs 

and removes the buildup of material that collects on the catalyst effectively keeping the reaction 

from stalling out. Controlling the ratio of the hydrogen to methane can greatly affect the as-

grown tubes. After this purge step is complete, the methane is flowed in with the hydrogen for 

twenty-five minutes. Growth is terminated after the twenty-five-minute period and the feedstock 

gases are discontinued, and argon is once again flowed while the furnace is ramped back down to 

room temperature. Once the furnace reaches 180℃, the samples are removed from the furnace 

and the growth process is completed.  

 

5.7.6 CATALYST ISLAND ALIGNMENT MARKS 

 

 

 The next step after growing the carbon nanotubes is to once again spin coat a bilayer of 

MMA/PMMA onto the chips for patterning alignment marks around the catalyst islands. These 

alignment marks differ from the GNµLab alignment mark and are written around the catalyst 

islands to facilitate e-beam writing. This step must be done post growth because the high 

temperature of the CVD process de-wets gold, causing it to deform deposited metal features, an 

example of de-wetting is shown in Figure 5.9. 
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Figure 5.9: GNµLab alignment mark post CVD growth of carbon nanotubes. The underlying Ti layer remains intact but the 

Au dewets and coalesces into droplets  due to the high temperature process causing de-wetting between the Au and Ti layers.  

 

As a result of this effect and the need for good alignment between the eventual CNTFET 

electrode patterns and the carbon nanotubes this second alignment mark step is necessary. The 

alignment markers used for this step are patterned by e-beam lithography and the pattern used 

places four T-shaped markers around the existing catalyst islands. An example of the patterned 

catalyst island alignment markers is shown in Figure 5.10.  
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Figure 5.10: Catalyst island alignment marks e-beam patterning example. This pattern is done by writing an array of these 

markers that aligns to the original catalyst island pattern done previously. 

 

Following e-beam lithography, another metallization step is done depositing 10nm Ti and 50nm 

Au. The chip is then soaked in acetone to lift-off the excess Au, leaving behind the alignment 

mark pattern shown in Figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.11: Catalyst island alignment mark post-metal deposition and lift-off.  
 

This fabrication step greatly increases the success of the final electrode patterning step needed to 

form the CNTFET and is essential for proper patterning of the device. 

 

5.7.7 DEVICE DESIGN AND ELECTRODE PATTERNING 

 

 

 Now that alignment marks have been patterned and deposited around the catalyst islands, 

the next step is to select a CNT and pattern electrodes to contact it. The first step is to SEM 

image the catalyst islands to identify tubes that are suitable for making devices. Selection criteria 

include tubes that are  at least 10 microns in length and are isolated enough that the patterning of 

two electrodes will not contact any other tube but the selected one. One extra criterion that needs 

to be considered is whether the tube is straight or kinked. Kinked tubes are known to contain 

defects [9], and for the purposes of this work some set of devices were fabricated with kinked 
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tubes to produce devices with inherent defects for comparison. A representative SEM image 

from this stage of fabrication is shown in Figure 5.12. 

 

 

Figure 5.12: SEM image of CNTs and catalyst islands with alignment marks used for device design and patterning. 

 

This SEM image is then loaded into CAD software that is used to pattern the electrodes for 

electron beam lithography writing.  

 To design devices in this work, a  straightforward approach is taken. Within the CAD 

software, two one-micron wide rectangles are placed over the selected nanotube. These 

rectangles form the contact electrodes and are separated by a gap of 6µm so that the channel 

length of the device will be 6µm post-fabrication. The choice of such a long channel is 

intentional and allows for later modification of the CNTFET electrodes, specifically the ability to 

pattern openings encompassing the electrodes, which would be more difficult to achieve with a 
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shorter channel length. The final passivated device channel will be about 3µm when passivated. 

Passivation of CNTFETs will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.  

 After designing the electrode pattern over the CNT in the CAD software, further pattern 

design in the software is done to connect these electrodes to larger contact pads for eventual 

measurement probe connection. A fixed array of electrode contact pad patterns is used that has 

been designed with the catalyst island array in mind. For a given chip, eight total devices may be 

fabricated for the sample. This uses an offset contact pad array in rows above and below the 

catalyst island pattern to fit all the contact electrodes on the chip and was adapted from the work 

of Dube [7]. Figure 5.13 shows what this pattern looks like post fabrication.  

 

 

Figure 5.13:CNTFET device array. Post-fabrication image of devices showing the eight-device array including electrodes and 

contact pads. There are two rows of pads on the top and bottom of the array which are connected to the devices by smaller 

contact lines that thin down to 1µm as they contact the CNT. 
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Once the electrode pattern has been designed in the CAD software, the chip is spin coated 

with a bilayer of MMA/PMMA as in previous steps. The chip is then patterned for each of the 

devices in the array that are to be fabricated. This process can take a long time as each pattern 

must be individually designed and aligned prior to pattern writing. After eight patterns have been 

written on a chip, the chip is then developed and inspected under the optical microscope to verify 

whether pattern writing has crisp, well defined edges and has been written in the correct location 

relative to the CNT.  

 

5.7.8  FINAL METALLIZATION AND DEVICE FABRICATION VERIFICATION 

 

 

 The final steps for completing fabrication of CNTFETs involves a final metallization step 

that will form the devices using the patterns written in the previous step. Ti and then Au are 

deposited sequentially by magnetron sputtering of 10nm Ti and 300nm Au. Once the metal has 

been deposited, the chips are soaked in acetone to remove the MMA/PMMA layers leaving the 

fabricated devices fully formed on the chips. After soaking to remove the resist, the chips are 

rinsed with more acetone, IPA, and finally N2 dried. After this final fabrication step, the chips are 

then ready for final SEM imaging to verify successful fabrication.  

 Final SEM verification is done to check that the metal electrodes have made proper 

contact with the CNTs. Figure 5.14 shows an SEM image of a completed CNTFET device 

including properly contacting a CNT. Another critical function that this imaging step does is 

verify if there has been any shift in the writing of the pattern relative to the CAD design. The 

SEM does not always write exactly in the spot that one expects. This can be caused by a myriad 

of reasons, the biggest of which is the initial alignment prior to pattern writing. The pattern for 
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the electrodes is aligned to the catalyst island alignment mark, referring to Figure 5.6 for 

reference, but if the initial centering alignment of the SEM prior to pattern writing is off by even 

1µm then the whole electrode pattern will be shifted. This is one of the largest fabrication 

challenges associated with making CNTFETs in the manner described. To compensate for this 

potential problem, CNTs are intentionally chosen such that the pattern can be designed to allow 

for the pattern to shift in different directions and still hit the CNT. By doing this, one can 

compensate for shortcomings in the initial alignment.  

 

 

Figure 5.14: SEM image of as fabricated CNTFET. Inset in the Figure shows a zoomed in view of the electrodes contacting 

the CNT.  
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5.8 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

 

 

 Fabrication of CNTFETs is a straightforward process to understand. fFirst grow a CNT 

on a suitable substrate, then attach electrodes to form the source, drain, and gate of the device 

and you have a transistor. Unfortunately, in practice this is not straightforward and requires a 

great deal of process optimization and skill to successfully fabricate these devices. E-beam 

patterns can miss the CNT entirely or have mismatched electrode connections to the pads due to 

an improper shift between written patterns. Even simpler issues such as resist expiring and not 

performing to specification can lead to failure of lift-off steps and poor e-beam writing that 

impact the final yield of devices. Each of the process steps requires the user to have an intimate 

knowledge of that step, the tool that is being used, and how to troubleshoot when processes fail 

to yield desired results. However, once all the components of the fabrication flow are mastered, 

the fabrication of devices becomes straightforward and leads to successful yield of devices to 

collect experimental data. Several iterations of device design, and the process itself, came as a 

direct result of the failure of previous attempts. The result is a process for fabricating single tube 

single-walled carbon nanotube field-effect transistors. Now that fabricating CNTFETs is 

complete, experimentation can begin that will allow detailed exploration of the role that defects 

in the CNT structure have on the device physics of these CNTFETs.    
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CHAPTER 6: ROLE OF DEFECTS IN SENSING MECHANISM OF CARBON NANOTUBE FIELD-EFFECT 

TRANSISTORS 

 

 

6.1  EXPERIMENTAL MOTIVATION 

 

 

 The field of carbon nanotubes for sensing applications is one of the most promising 

directions for the technology. Difficulties in integrating device fabrication with growth 

temperatures has led to many interesting solutions for improving the outcome of CNT 

technology. Groups have demonstrated solution processing techniques, localized growth 

schemes, and large-scale transfer processes as solutions to some of the more difficult challenges 

preventing CNTs from living up to the potential they demonstrate [25], [29], [30]. With so many 

strategies demonstrated for modifying CNTs for specific target sensing, it is increasingly 

important to understand the sensing mechanism, especially in the context of both material defects 

and in the context of the fabrication process that may induce defects or modify the behavior of 

the device. Much of the literature published on CNTFET sensing either ignores the role of 

defects or demonstrates that the defects are a mechanism through which selectivity and possibly 

sensitivity may be achieved [31]. Given the heavy interest and rapid development of nanoscale 

sensors, it is imperative that both the sensing mechanism and the processing effects are 

understood to inform further development.  

 Beyond just carbon nanotubes, there is another broader and more impactful set of physics 

that must be understood, namely the effect of the Schottky barrier interface as it applies to low 

dimensional materials. While CNTs may be considered 1D systems, does this same effect occur 

in 2D materials as well? To date it does not appear that a similar passivation study has been 

performed to elucidate the sensing mechanism of other low dimensional materials. How do 
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defects affect those materials and how does the metal-semiconductor interface affect conduction? 

These are open questions that may be answered by looking at the carbon nanotube as a model 

system. Understanding the role of defects and interfaces is vital to nanotechnology and one of the 

largest roadblocks to furthering our ability to develop better materials and technologies for the 

future.  

 Recall from Chapter 4 the discussion of the sensing mechanism for CNTFET sensors, 

namely the distinction between the side wall interaction (SWI) model and the Schottky barrier 

modulation (SBM) model. If the operational physics of CNTFET sensors is based on the SWI 

model, then upon exposure to the analyte, a gas molecule will interact with the sidewall of the 

CNT and a charge interaction between the molecule and the nanotube will occur, resulting in a 

change in CNT conduction and altering the transfer curve of the transistor. An alternative model 

of the behavior of CNTFET devices was proposed by Jiminez et al. in 2006 [32]. In his work, he 

theoretically showed a simple source-drain current model for the operation of Schottky barrier 

modulated CNTFET devices. This model, however, was used to explain the operational 

principles of a CNTFET and did not explain the behavior of the device under sensing conditions. 

This returns us to the work of Zhang [26] and Mattmann [14] (refer to Chapter 4 for details) who 

utilized selective passivation of the electrodes to isolate the sidewall and Schottky barrier 

mechanisms. From these experiments, they produced contradictory results claiming either the 

SWI or SBM model was the operational principle of a CNTFET. Adding to this library of work 

was that of Dube et al. [7], who demonstrated that the work function of the metal contact 

electrode could be changed upon exposure to an analyte. Furthermore, Dube experimentally and 

theoretically showed that the effect of the change in the work function was to modify the 
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Schottky barrier width at the metal-CNT interface that would change the transistor response. An 

important and key aspect of all these experiments, and much of the literature on the sensing 

mechanism of CNTFET devices, is that they claim to be analyzing or working with pristine, i.e. 

perfect carbon nanotubes. This is a critical claim upon which the conclusions of these groups’ 

results rests because in the theoretical analysis and/or experiment, it is assumed that the CNT is a 

pristine semiconducting carbon nanotube. This assumption is where the conclusions drawn by 

Mattmann et al. will break down if an accounting for defects that are present in the carbon 

nanotube structure are carried out. It is important to note that as-grown CNTs is not synonymous 

with defect-free, or pristine, nanotubes. 

 While the literature on the sensing mechanism of CNTFETs has largely ignored the role 

of the defects, there are plenty of research groups that have actively tried to exploit the defects 

for sensing applications. Kim et al. reported a method to use thermally induced defects to 

improve the sensitivity and recovery time of semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotube (s-

SWCNT) sensors [33]. The sensor they fabricated was not a transistor but a simpler chemresistor 

using a network of CNTs. They measured the resistance of the network of several devices before 

and after thermally inducing defects by rapid thermal annealing in argon at temperatures ranging 

from 300-800℃. They observed a dramatic change in the CNT resistance as a function of 

thermal annealing temperature, which they associated with induced defects in the CNTs. The 

most dramatic change they saw was when they annealed the CNT networks at 800℃, where the 

resistance went from 2.29kΩ before the heat treatment to 621kΩ post treatment. The subsequent 

increase in sensitivity and recovery time of these sensors was attributed to the presence of these 

defects, however, no explanation for the mechanism by which this happened was discussed.  
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 Theoretical treatments of the effect of defects on CNTFET performance have also been 

done to try to demonstrate the impact the defects might have on the conductivity of these 

devices. Notably, Neophytou et al, self consistently solved the three-dimensional Poisson and 

Schrödinger equations, for a single vacancy or charge impurity, showing that the device current 

should decrease by more than 25% and the threshold voltage should shift as much as 40mV [34]. 

Neophytou et al. were thorough in their calculations, taking into consideration a vacancy defect 

in the CNT at different locations, including the center of the channel and near the electrodes. 

They found that a vacancy in the CNT produced an equivalent reduction in the drive current 

regardless of location in the CNT. They went on to consider a charged impurity located within 

the CNT, referring to an impurity inside the center of the CNT tube rather than within the carbon 

lattice that makes up the surface, the middle of the oxide layer beneath the CNT, and at the top of 

the oxide layer near the CNT. The first case produced a similar result to having a vacancy defect 

within the CNT, while the other two cases produced a much more reduced effect, which they 

concluded was largely due to charge screening by the electrodes and the high-k dielectric oxide. 

The results here are given in the context of deviation of the drive current and threshold voltage 

from the ballistic transport limit, meaning that these calculations continue to assume that the 

transport within the CNT is ballistic in nature.  

 Frietag and Johnson [35] experimentally probed the defects in a single CNT, CNTFET 

device using scanning gate microscopy and scanning impedance microscopy to show that the 

transport was consistent with diffusive transport rather than ballistic transport. With their 

techniques they were able to image and show that the defects produce a uniform potential drop 

indicative of diffusive transport when the device is in the on-state and a series of potential drops 
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located at the defect sites when the device is in the off-state. This work provides strong evidence 

for the dramatic change in transport properties that the defects play.  

 With more than twenty-five years of literature on the topic of CNTs, it is surprising that 

there is such a gap in the research on defects when it comes to CNTFETs for sensing 

applications. Several review papers on the topic openly acknowledge the ongoing debate over the 

sensing mechanism at play for these devices [25], [36]. Many experiments have been done to try 

to elucidate the sensing mechanism, with some groups employing selective passivation to isolate 

the SWI and SBM mechanisms. Interestingly, there have also been a good number of groups 

interested in using defects in CNTFETs to improve sensor performance. However, there is no 

literature to date that has considered the results of both research angles simultaneously. Either 

the literature is focused on examining the sensing mechanism of CNTFETs solely considering 

the nanotube as pristine, or the focus is entirely on how sensor response and performance 

changes in the presence of the defects without an explanation for how the sensing mechanism 

works. An open question then is the role of defects in the sensing mechanism of CNTFET 

devices and how does the presence of defects possibly change the sensing mechanism? 

Answering this central question is the objective of this experiment.  

 

6.2 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

 

 

 To experimentally probe the sensing mechanism of defective CNTFETs there are two key 

components required: one, a way to characterize the defects in CNTs, and two, a technique for 

looking at the sensing mechanism as a function of the defects. Chapter 2 explored one such 

technique for easily capturing the quality of the nanotubes through Raman spectroscopy. 
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Through the disorder D-peak at 1350 cm-1 in the carbon nanotube spectra, a straightforward 

approach may be taken to assess the relative defect density present in the carbon nanotube. 

Although the Raman spectra cannot quantify the absolute defect density in nanotubes (see 

discussion in chapter 2) it can provide a relative measure of the defects by taking the ratio of the 

intensities of the D-peak to the G-peak located at 1580 cm-1. This ID/IG ratio provides a way to 

quantify the disorder of the carbon nanotube and has become an accepted way to do so in the 

field [22]. Thus, for this experiment, Raman spectra are acquired before and after the 

introduction of defects to assess the change in the defect density providing a measure of the 

defects. Of significant importance here is the fact that the as-grown nanotubes have not been 

considered as defect-free or pristine. 

 To explore the effect that defects have on the sensing mechanism, a simple approach 

utilizing parts of the work from Mattmann and Zhang is used [14], [26]. Zhang demonstrated that 

passivated CNTFET devices could explore the sensing mechanism by decoupling the Schottky 

barrier modulation from the channel interaction. Similarly, CNTFET devices have been 

fabricated and are then selectively passivated using a 50nm thick layer of aluminum oxide 

(Al2O3), as suggested by Mattmann. Selective passivation ensures that the electrodes and the 

contact point between the CNT and the metal is inaccessible to gas during the experiment. Once 

passivated, the as-grown CNTFET devices are electrically characterized with the ISD-VG transfer 

curves being obtained while exposing them to NO2, producing a baseline gas response. After 

establishing the baseline, the device is then plasma treated to introduce defects into the CNT 

channel. A second round of gas exposure transfer curves are obtained along with post-defect 

Raman spectra of the CNT channel. Comparing the device response before and after the 
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introduction of defects in a passivated device allows direct probing of the role that defects have 

on the sensing mechanism.  

 

6.3 SELECTIVE PASSIVATION 

 

 

 Selective passivation of a CNTFET means covering the metal electrodes that contact the 

carbon nanotube and specifically the metal-semiconductor junction and associated depletion 

region of the device to ensure that the Schottky barrier is inaccessible to gas molecules. 

Mattmann’s criticism of Zhang’s result stemmed from the passivation method employed , 

specifically, the use of gas permeable polymers as the passivation material. Despite Zhang’s 

careful analysis and full accounting for the resulting device behavior associated with the gas 

diffusing over time through the polymer, Mattmann found the result unsatisfactory. Mattmann 

replicated the experiment done by Zhang but used Al2O3 as the passivation material. His 

approach was to use atomic layer deposition to deposit a 50 nm thick layer of oxide on a 

“pristine” device. I-V characterize the device in air and under gas exposure to ensure full 

passivation had been achieved. Then to selectively etch the oxide layer from the nanotube region 

leaving the channel exposed but keeping the depletion region covered. Changes in the channel 

exposed I-V curve from the pre-etch baseline would be indicative of charge transfer between gas 

molecules and the CNT sidewall.  

 In this work, Al2O3 has also been used to selectively passivate the CNTFET electrodes. 

However, rather than etching the oxide away as Mattmann did, here the passivation is patterned 

via a gentler lift-off technique in an attempt to preserve the quality of the nanotubes during the 

process. This is done because Mattmann’s approach involved an admittedly short exposure of the 
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CNT to  6% hydrofluoric acid (HF) in order to etch the oxide away from the nanotube. 

Nebogatikova et al, in 2013 showed that dilute aqueous HF solutions of 3-7% are most effective 

for functionalizing graphene by breaking the C-C bonds and introducing defects that were then 

fluorinated [37]. This calls into question the validity of Mattmann’s conclusions because their 

analysis does not provide adequate accounting for the affect that the etch step had on the device 

response.  Furthermore, the post-etching ambient response of his devices, showed a clear shift in 

the threshold voltage that was attributed to what Mattmann claimed was “a substantial change in 

the dielectric interface between the CNT and further introduction of charge traps in the oxide 

layer post-etch.” Since no Raman spectra were obtained or any other quantitative measure was 

used to verify that the CNT remained unchanged after the oxide etch, it is equally likely that the 

change in post-etch device response could be attributed to defects introduced by the etch process, 

as it is to changes in the dielectric interface.  To address this concern, a selective passivation 

technique which does not require aggressive etching, has been used.  

 Selective passivation was carried out using electron beam lithography to define openings 

in PMMA resist layers prior to deposition of aluminum oxide. Four layers of PMMA were spin 

coated onto a chip containing fabricated CNTFET devices (see Chapter 5 for CNTFET 

fabrication details). Electrode passivation patterns were designed using CAD software 

compatible with our SEM/e-beam system and consisted of rectangular openings that 

encompassed the electrodes and ~1µm of the channel extending from the metal edge into the 

channel. This ensures both the electrode and depletion region are fully passivated. After 

patterning the passivation, the e-beam resist is developed in MIBK: IPA, 1:3 for 70 seconds, 
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rinsed with IPA and N2 dried. Patterns are examined using an optical microscope to verify 

pattern writing. Figure 6.1 shows a selectively passivated CNTFET. 

 

  

Figure 6.1: CNTFET passivation. Fully passivated CNTFET, a) shows electrodes covered in Al2O3 with CNT connected 

beneath oxide between the electrodes using the in-lens detector of the SEM. b) Is the same device image using the secondary 

electron detector to view surface topography. The edges of the oxide layer where it has snapped off from sonication are visible 

here (see later text for details). 

 

 Two methods of oxide deposition have been used in this work, atomic layer deposition 

and electron beam evaporation.  Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a technique that employs the 

reaction of two gas precursors at a specified temperature to carry out a chemical reaction that 

leads to production of the desired oxide layer. ALD is a powerful technique for producing very 

dense stoichiometric oxide layers.  

Briefly, ALD precisely controls the amount of precursor that is delivered to a target 

substrate by flowing the first precursor gas long enough for a self-assembled monolayer of 

precursor molecules to populate the surface of the substrate. The gas flow of the first precursor is 

terminated, and the chamber is flushed ensuring that no excess precursor remains in the reactor 

chamber. The second precursor gas is then flowed into the chamber and reacts with the atomic 

monolayer that has attached to the substrate in the previous step. This process is self-limiting 
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since the reaction will only continue if there is unreacted precursor from the first stage left on the 

substrate. By repeating this alternating process, material may be deposited one atomic layer at a 

time as many times as desired with precise control to deposit thin, uniform, high quality oxide 

films.  In the case of Al2O3, the first precursor trimethylaluminum (TMA) is used and is reacted 

with the second precursor, water (H2O) typically at 170℃.  

 Another method of depositing Al2O3 is via electron beam evaporation. In Chapter 5, 

electron beam evaporation was discussed as a technique for metal deposition. This technique 

may also be used to deposit oxides. A crucible loaded with Al2O3 is exposed to a focused 

electron beam that heats the oxide, melts, and evaporates it. The evaporated material then 

collects on the target substrate. A quartz microbalance crystal monitors the deposition rate and 

thickness of the material allowing for control of the deposited layer’s thickness. This process is 

the same as in metal evaporation only with the target material replaced by oxide instead of metal. 

Special considerations that need to be made include the correct use of crucible since the material 

is nonconducting leading to charge and heat buildup in the material that can occur, which must 

be carefully monitored to prevent thermal shock which could damage the crucible.  

 As previously mentioned in the discussion on metallization, there are distinct advantages 

and disadvantages to each of these oxide deposition techniques. Critical to this work is the 

compatibility  with the lift-off technique and whether the film deposition produces a conformal 

coating. These two considerations are critical because they directly affect both the fabrication 

process and the resulting measurements. Since lift-off uses a sacrificial layer of patterned 

polymer to remove excess material it is important that this sacrificial layer is not overly affected 

by the deposition process.  
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Since PMMA is used as the sacrificial layer for lift-off, one of the challenges was to 

determine a fabrication process that would allow lift-off to be compatible with the ALD process. 

Typically, lift-off with ALD deposited layers is challenging because the precursor gases can 

permeate into the sacrificial polymer layer, and when the ALD reaction is carried out these gases 

embed in the deposited oxide layer within the pores of the polymer layer. This makes lift-off 

more challenging since the sacrificial layer is much harder to remove and typically leaves behind 

unwanted oxide material. Figure 6.2 shows an example of a CNTFET device with a residual 

oxide bridge caused by failed lift-off. 

 

Figure 6.2: Failed ALD lift-off. SEM image of failed lift-off of ALD deposited Al2O3 layer between two passivated electrodes. 

The PMMA layer has dissolved out beneath the oxide layer without removing the unwanted oxide over the channel. 
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  A technique that has been developed by Biercuk et al. [38] to facilitate improved lift-off 

with ALD is to do the deposition at a lower temperature than the standard reaction temperature. 

PMMA undergoes a glass transition at around 80℃ and this can increase the permeability of the 

PMMA layer to gas if a higher temperature ALD process is used. Although Biercuk et al. 

reduced the temperature to 100-150℃, down from the standard temperature of 170℃, they still 

had some challenges associated with the lift-off procedure. Building off their work, an even 

lower temperature process was developed with the help of the ALD manufacturer, Beneq, for our 

Beneq ALD tool. Instead of 180℃ or even 100℃, the process uses a 70℃ reaction temperature. 

This ensures that the PMMA remains below the glass transition temperature, reducing the gas 

permeability of the PMMA to the precursor gases. Doing this produces an improved lift-off 

process for the oxide layer. Some challenges remain however-- namely that even though most of 

the oxide layer does get removed, small features do not always lift-off, particularly the oxide 

between the passivated electrodes of the CNTFETs. To facilitate the removal of this remaining 

oxide, gentle sonication is used in 30 second increments to remove the unwanted oxide. Figure 

6.3 shows a fully passivated and successfully lifted off device. 
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Figure 6.3: Fully passivated CNTFET post-ALD oxide deposition and lift-off. Note the jagged edges at the edge of the 

passivation blocks where the oxide bridges have snapped off during the sonication treatment. There is a nanotube between the 

electrodes of this device, however, the secondary electron detector used for this image does not show it. Figure 6.1 shows a side 

by side comparison using the in-lens and secondary detectors. 

 

 Electron beam evaporation, unlike ALD, does not suffer from the same gas permeation 

issue in the  PMMA layer and thus is fully compatible with the lift-off technique. Since the e-

beam evaporation process is identical for the deposition of metals, the lift-off process employed 

for metals is fully compatible  for e-beam deposited oxide layers. Figure 6.4 is an example of an 

e-beam oxide passivated device that has been successfully lifted-off in the same manner as 

described in Chapter 5. The drawback to electron beam evaporation is the quality of the 

deposited film. Films deposited by this technique are amorphous, which can lead to permeation 

of gas if the deposited layer is not thick enough or dense enough to fully passivate. 
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Figure 6.4: SEM image of e-beam evaporation passivated CNTFET device. No bridging effects are observed, and lift-off is 

straightforward for e-beam evaporated samples. 
 

 Another critical quality of both depositions is whether they produce a conformal coating 

over the surface features. It is necessary that the oxide layer fully covers the electrodes and does 

not allow gas to reach the metal surface, even by a tortuous path. Hence, the deposition must be 

conformal to the metal features. Since the electrode thickness is ~100nm, and the oxide thickness 

used here is 50 nm, if the deposition technique is not conformal then 50nm of oxide would be 

insufficient to bury the metal electrodes. To avoid this both deposition techniques need to 

produce a deposition that ensures coverage of all surfaces to avoid exposed metal on the 

electrode. Modern semiconductor fabrication equipment has been designed to address this issue 

and the production of conformal coatings is a standard feature found on modern tools. The 

electron beam evaporation done for this work utilized an electron beam evaporator that rotates 
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the samples in a carousel in two opposite directions and the gun head is at a slight angle to 

produce uniform conformal coatings of the target substrate. ALD is also a conformal technique, 

however, this is due to the ALD process rather than any orientation of the components within the 

deposition system. The inherent conformal property of ALD comes from the precursor gas steps. 

For Al2O3, the TMA precursor adsorbs onto all exposed surfaces on the substrate, so that the 

second precursor gas step, the H2O, reacts with the adsorbed gas forming the oxide layer where 

the TMA gas adsorbed. This is one of the supreme advantages of the ALD technique. It produces 

highly conformal coatings, even more so than e-beam evaporation or any other deposition 

technique, and allows for high aspect ratio conformal coatings making it ideally suited to 

applications where a thin conformal oxide layer is desired. For this work the level of 

conformality needed is not extremely demanding and thus both techniques will produce 

sufficient conformal coatings to fully passivate the CNTFET devices. Full passivation is verified 

in the baseline transfer characteristics as discussed in  section 6.4.  

Prior to that discussion, however, it is important to discuss the negative impact of the 

oxide passivation on CNTFET device performance. Comparison of device transfer 

characteristics before and after selective passivation shows an important impact on device 

performance caused by the oxide. Figure 6.5 illustrates the oxide impact on device performance. 
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of transfer curves before and after aluminum oxide passivation. It is clear that the addition of the 

oxide has a dramatic impact on transistor performance. The cause of this is unclear. 

 

Prior to the deposition of the passivation oxide, CNTFET devices show low signal noise with 

large on-state current. After the oxide is added however, the on-state current decreases and 

devices tend to degrade over time. The cause of the degradation in transistor performance due to 

the oxide is unclear. It is possible that there is stress in the oxide films that could be applying 

strain to the CNT and changing the electrical performance. Another possibility is the introduction 

of charge trap states or other interface states caused by the oxide-CNT, oxide-contact metal, or 

other oxide interface that results in the suppression of device performance. The overall impact 

and cause of this phenomenon is unclear and is not addressed in this work. It does not impact the 

results of this experiment though, since this oxide affect is accounted for by taking a baseline 

measurement post-passivation. Comparisons to determine the role of defects are done using a 
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baseline that includes this effect in it. It is however assumed that this effect does not change over 

the course of the experiment.  

 

6.4  ISD-VG BASELINE CHARACTERIZATION AND GAS TESTING 

 

 

 To explore the role that defects play in the sensing mechanism of CNTFET devices, 

comparison of ISD-VG transfer curves before and after defect introduction is done by first 

characterizing the baseline transfer curves of the as-grown, passivated devices. The testing 

procedure used in this phase is identical to the testing protocol that is used for post-defect 

characterization and is adapted from Dube’s protocol.  Here an entirely new testing setup has 

been constructed to support the current work as well as the development of an improved testing 

rig.  

 A standard method for performing gas exposure testing of devices is to mount the device 

chips to chip carriers and wire bond the devices, which then connects to a measurement setup. 

For this experiment, it is necessary to measure a device while exposing it to a target analyte, then 

remove the device chip and undergo another procedure (defect introduction) before being 

returned to the testing setup for further gas exposure measurements. Thus, a mounting and wire 

bonding strategy is incompatible with this type of experiment.  

Prior research from our group developed a testing rig that required a specific geometry 

for the device contact pads in order to connect the testing probes. This method was difficult to 

align the probes to the contact pads and required that the fabrication be within a strict tolerance 

for testing. As an iteration of this setup, the fixed probe setup was replaced with a series of 

probes on multi-articulated arms which functions similarly to a standard probe station 
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configuration but small enough to fit within the confines of the gas exposure chamber. Figure 

6.6shows the testing rig used for gas exposure and ISD-VG measurements, where the red 

articulating arms allow for full mobility within the gas testing chamber and maybe easily placed 

and aligned to the contact pads for a given device. Furthermore, this probe setup no longer limits 

the device geometry needed for testing, allowing a much wider range of devices that may be 

tested with this setup. Electrical measurements were made with an HP Pico ammeter controlled 

with a previously written LabVIEW program from a PC. Electrical connections to the probes are 

made via gas feedthrough connections in the chamber base plate during gas testing. A gas inlet 

line into the chamber allows for flowing in of different gases and an outlet line that vents out of 

the chamber. The chamber is not pressurized, and all experiments are done at ambient 

temperature and pressure.  
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Figure 6.6: Gas testing probe station. Red articulated arms allow for maneuvering probes to locations of contact pads. 

Electrical feed through allows connection of probes to Picoameter for data collection. 

  

The gas testing procedure is straightforward, and the details of the protocol may be found 

in Appendix A. Briefly, a device chip is mounted on the sample holder within the chamber and 

the source, drain, and gate probes are connected to the corresponding pads on the device. An ISD-

VG measurement is made to verify good probe contact and device functionality before closing 

the chamber by placing the bell jar over the entire probe apparatus. Once the chamber is closed a 

mixture of soap and water is dispensed around the O-ring seal of the bell jar to ensure proper gas 

tight sealing and act as a leak check mechanism during the first phase of testing. If there was a 

leak, bubbles in the soap water seal would be present and the chamber can be adjusted to fix any 

leak issues prior to introduction of gas. Once the chamber is sealed, a bypass valve in the inlet 

line is opened while the chamber inlet valve is left closed. N2 is flowed through the gas lines for 
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a minimum of five minutes at 20 mm on a rotameter to purge the gas lines prior to introduction 

into the test chamber. Data collection is started simultaneously with the line purge process to 

establish an air baseline for the device being tested. Once the gas lines have been purged, the 

bypass valve is closed, the chamber inlet valve is opened and N2 is flowed into the chamber 

while ISD-VG data is collected. The flow rate for all gases used during testing is set by a 

rotameter at 20mm and gas is flowed for one hour to ensure the 21-liter volume of the chamber is 

displaced twice and an equilibrium gas concentration has been reached in the chamber. After an 

hour of N2 exposure, a new data collection file is started, and data is collected for 15 minutes in 

an N2 environment prior to introduction of the testing gas, 200 ppm NO2 in N2. At the end of the 

15-minute baseline period, NO2 is flowed into the test chamber for one hour while data is 

collected. NO2 flow is terminated after the onehour period and a new data collection file is 

started to monitor device behavior during the purge step while the chamber is purged with N2 for 

one hour to ensure it has properly displaced all of the NO2 gas. Data collection is discontinued 

after the purge step has been completed and is the end of the testing procedure.  

 

6.5  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

 Experimental and theoretical literature on the topic of defects in carbon nanotube sensors 

is extremely limited in the analysis of the role that defects play in the sensing mechanism of 

CNTFET devices. As discussed previously, the focus in literature is to understand the role of 

defects, but approaches the problem from the perspective of starting with a pristine carbon 

nanotube structure and showing how defects may cause the characteristics to deviate. Here, it 

will be shown that the role of defects has a critical impact on the device response of CNTFET 
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sensors by comparing the selectively passivated response of CNTFETs before and after vacancy 

defects are introduced.  

Based on our groups previous results [26], [7], the sensing mechanism of CNTFET sensors is 

driven by modulations of the Schottky barrier at the interface between a contact metal and the s-

SWCNT. To isolate the Schottky barrier mechanism, selectively passivated CNTFET devices 

have been fabricated and baseline characterization confirms selective passivation has been 

achieved as demonstrated by the response curve of Figure 6.7

 

Figure 6.7: As fabricated response curve of selectively passivated CNTFET device. The onon-state current does not change 

before and after exposure to NO2 indicating that selective passivation has completely covered the device. If the passivation were 

insufficient, a significant response would be observed from the device. Numbered arrows indicate the chronological progression 

of the applied voltage gate sweep and its direction.  
 

From the ISD-VG curve, taken by applying a fixed VSD bias of 0.2V and sweeping the gate VG 

between ±10V, (10V sweep range was selected both for comparison with older data and to show 

1 

2 
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full range of device behavior) it is observed that the on-state current does not appreciably 

increase upon exposure to NO2, indicating that shifts in the Schottky barrier due to incomplete 

passivation are not present in the device. This confirms the successful passivation of the device. 

Observed shifts in the n-branch of the device and the small threshold-voltage shift are attributed 

to device hysteresis and are observed in all devices tested.  

 Baseline gas exposure measurements also provide a basis for comparison with post-

defect condition. Any inherent fabrication induced defects or other sources of device related 

variation are now considered as part of the baseline response of the devices. This type of 

comparison helps to mitigate the variation that is seen in CNTFET devices as the result of the 

fabrication process. Additionally, if there were interaction between the sidewall of the CNT and 

the gas molecules as suggested by several research groups, one would expect a response by the 

selectively passivated device, which would be attributable to the CNT sidewall interacting with 

NO2.  

 Introduction of defects into baselined devices is achieved through Ar plasma irradiation 

of the devices. The method is adapted from a study performed by Kalbac and Dresselhaus [21] 

who investigated the influence of defects on the Raman spectra of individual semiconducting 

SWCNTs. Their study employed an RF Ar plasma done in an UHV chamber using a 5 second, 4-

watt RF powered plasma at an Ar pressure of 30 mTorr. Similarly, in this study, an RF Ar 

plasma has also been used, utilizing an Oxford Plasmalab 80 Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) 

tool. The plasma generated in the DRIE tool is a 5 second, 5-watt plasma, done at an Ar pressure 

of 30 mTorr. Based on Kalbac’s work, this method of defect introduction should induce a 

uniform defect density into the exposed nanotube. Raman spectra of a single SWCNT device that 
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has been plasma treated, shown in Figure 6.8, confirms the introduction of defects by showing 

the spectra of the device channel before and after plasma treatment. Taking Raman spectra of 

single tubes is uncommon in the literature, due both to the difficulty in acquiring single tube 

spectra, and because it is assumed that the spectra of meshes represents the individual tubes of 

the mesh. This challenging measurement shows a change in the D-peak at 1350 cm-1,and that the 

introduction of defects acts to increase the intensity of the D-peak while the G-peak, at 1580 cm-

1, remains unchanged by the defect introduction as expected. An almost doubling of the D-peak 

is consistent across all devices and samples examined using Raman Spectroscopy. Comparisons 

of Raman spectra are done by normalizing spectra to the stronger G-peak, with the weaker 

spectra rescaled to match G-peak intensity. This normalizes the spectra and allows for easy 

comparison of spectral features.  
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Figure 6.8: Raman spectra of CNTFET device channel pre- and post- plasma defect introduction. Note the increase in the 

intensity of the D-peak at 1350cm-1. The almost doubling of the D-peak is consistent across all pre- and post- Raman studies that 

were performed in this work. The additional peak at 1450 cm-1 seen here is due to processing and is due to residual PMMA 

present on the sample.   
  

 In addition to demonstrating that the Ar plasma treatment introduces defects, an 

additional experiment was performed to test the affect of the plasma treatment on the passivation 

layer. This was done to verify that changes in device response, post-plasma treatment, were due 

to defects and not changes in the passivation layer. To test this a CNTFET device was fabricated 

and patterned with full, rather than selective, passivation for the oxide deposition. Full 

passivation of the device means that the entire device, including contact electrodes, depletion 

region, and the channel, were covered with Al2O3. Figure 6.9 shows a fully passivated device.  
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Figure 6.9: Fully passivated CNTFET device. A large rectangle of oxide is deposited over the entire device to cover the contact 

electrodes, CNT-metal depletion region, and CNT channel of the device. This type of device should not change its response if 

properly passivated. 

 

With the entire operational area of the device covered in oxide, any change in device response 

from air to NO2 is indicative of a failure of the passivation and/or changes induced during the 

plasma defect process. Figure 6.10 is the ISD-VG response curves for a fully passivated device 

before and after plasma treatment that was measured in air and NO2. 
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Figure 6.10: Fully passivated device response to air and NO2 pre- and post-plasma treatment. Air to NO2 response in both 

cases indicates that plasma treatment does not change the device response due to the plasma. Variation in response curves is due 

to device noise and is within experimental parameters.  

 

The fully passivated device response, pre-plasma, shows that the device does not respond in NO2 

demonstrating that passivation is complete and acting as designed. Post-plasma response of the 

device again shows no response in NO2 indicating that the passivation layer is unaffected by the 

plasma treatment process. The difference in current values before and after plasma are 

attributable to changes in contact with the device in the measurement setup and possibly an 

effect of the plasma on the contact pads used to interface with the device. The results of this 

experiment show that the plasma treatment does not affect the passivation and ensures that a 

measured change in device response post-plasma defect treatment are a response due to the 

defects and not a change in, or damage to, the passivation layer.  
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6.5.1 POST-DEFECT AMBIENT AIR RESPONSE  

 

 

Post-plasma treated CNTFET devices have post-defect ISD-VG measurements taken. Just 

like the baseline measurements the applied VSD is 0.2V and the gate, VG is swept between ±10V. 

The response in ambient air of the post-defect induced devices reveals a dramatic change in the 

transfer curves as illustrated in Figure 6.11 which compares the in air ambient response of the 

same CNTFET device before and after defect introduction.  

 

 

Figure 6.11: CNTFET device ISD-VG  response in ambient air pre- and post-defect introduction. There is an obvious and 

dramatic increase in the device on-state current resulting from the introduction of defects into the CNT structure. 

 

 It is clear from the plot in Figure 6.11 that the device response dramatically changed upon 

the introduction of defects in the CNT channel. A clear shift in the threshold-voltage to the right 
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has occurred and the on-state current has dramatically increased from the baseline value. If one 

were to try to analyze this device response, assuming the pristine nanotube picture, then several 

features of Figure 6.11 seem immediately unexpected. The introduction of defects would 

presumably decrease the on-state current, due to an increase in the overall resistance of the CNT 

caused by the defect sites, which is the opposite behavior observed since the current increasing 

suggests increased rather than decreased conductance in the channel. Calculations by Neophytou 

et al. show that for a pristine tube the deviation of the current for a ballistic carrier CNT channel 

with a single defect should produce a decrease of the drive current by 25% which is in direct 

contradiction to these results [34].  

 To resolve this discrepancy, reference is made to the exceptional work done by Freitag 

and Johnson who utilized a novel scanning gate and scanning impedance microscopy to show 

that defective CNTFETs show diffusive rather than ballistic transport [35]. Their measurements 

along the tube surface made it possible to quantify the surface potential and thus the Fermi level 

at individual defect sites along the length of the CNT. Based on this, they concluded that when 

the device was in the on-state, a uniform potential drop caused by the defect sites leads to 

diffusive transport, while in the OFF-state potential steps at the depleted defect sites form. By 

showing that defects modify the carrier conduction from ballistic to diffusive transport, this 

demonstrates that the assumed ballistic model is invalid when trying to account for the 

conduction through a defective carbon nanotube. In the context of this work, the increase rather 

than decrease in the conductivity of the CNT is unexpected not only if a pristine ballistic CNT 

model is assumed, but is also in general, an unexpected result. This leads to the conclusion that 

the assumed conduction model typically used to analyze CNTs does not account for how defects 
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change the conduction.  The results of Freitag and Johnson show that defects change the 

conduction from ballistic to diffusive transport,  however, they do not explain the increase in 

conductivity.    

Another odd feature that helps to explain the observed increase in conductance is the 

threshold voltage shift, which is indicative of a doping effect which also at first inspection seems 

to be at odds with the introduction of defects. Vacancy defects, however, remove carbon atoms, 

leaving behind dangling carbon bonds and increasing the interaction energy with gas species. 

Reactive constituents in air can react with these active sites and, as Zanolli and Charlier 

computationally showed, the interaction with O2 specifically should oxygenate the CNT defect 

sites [11]. They argued that this occurs by first the dissociation of O2 and the subsequent double 

bonding to the out-of-plane Jahn-Teller distorted carbon atom located within the 7-sided defect 

in the 5-7 pair that forms when a vacancy defect is introduced in the carbon lattice. Refer to 

Figure 6.12 a and b, reproduced from their work, for illustration.  
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Figure 6.12: Illustration of gas species interaction with vacancy defects in a carbon nanotube. Cases a) and b) show the 

locations and bonding that oxygen does with the defect site. c-g show configurations of adsorption for other gas molecules of 

interest post oxygen adsorption at the defect site. Reprinted Figure with permission from Zeila Zanolli and J.-C. Charlier, 

Physical Review B, 80, 155447 2009. Copyright (2019) by the American Physical Society [11]. 

 

In Figure 6.12b, the two oxygen atoms that become bonded to the defect site are labeled as OD 

and OB following Zanolli’s labelling scheme. OD represents one of the dissociated oxygen atoms 

that forms a double bond with this part of the defect. The other oxygen atom, OB, is a bridging 

atom that bridges the pentagon part of the defect site. This atom splits its bonds between the two 

neighboring carbon atoms.  However, unlike OD, OB is less strongly bound here and the carbon 

bonds on either side of the bridging oxygen become reactive sites for further gas interaction 

since the carbon bonds are not satisfied by the bridging oxygen bond. The oxygen dissociation 

and bonding reaction is highly exothermic with a dissociation/binding energy of ~9.5 eV 

according to Zanolli and Charlier’s calculations. Importantly, the adsorption of oxygen leads to 
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charge transfer between the oxygen and the nanotube with each oxygen removing ~1|e| (e is an 

electron) from the nanotube leading to an equivalent hole-doping, which for p-type devices leads 

to an increase in the hole charge carrier density of the SWCNT. 

 Further support of this effect has been experimentally demonstrated by Collins et al. who 

showed that the electrical resistance of SWCNTs could be dramatically influenced by exposure 

to oxygen [39]. Collins et al. took thin films and bundles of carbon nanotubes and performed 

resistance measurements in a vacuum test chamber equipped for both heating and cooling of the 

sample, as well as the ability to inject different gases. Their results demonstrate that the 

resistance of these carbon nanotube networks could be decreased by 10-15% upon cycling from 

vacuum to flooding the chamber with pure dry O2. Since this experiment utilized unpassivated 

devices, their results show that the oxygen response is due to both hole doping of the SWCNTs 

and interaction between the O2 and the Schottky barriers present in the device. This work shows 

that oxygen has a significant impact on modifying the electrical response of SWCNTs.  

While their work did not directly consider defects, it experimentally demonstrates that 

oxygen can heavily modify the resistance of CNT based devices. Additionally, junctions between 

CNTs can be considered an interaction site for gas molecules just as the interface between a CNT 

and metal has been demonstrated to be critical in controlling the electrical characteristics of a 

CNTFET [40]. Given that O2 clearly influences CNTs and CNTFETs, it is safe to conclude that 

the introduction of defects subsequently leads to oxygen adsorption at the defect sites that dopes 

the CNT, increasing the nanotube charge carrier concentration.   

  Several other research groups have studied adsorption/desorption of oxygen and other 

molecules from the sidewall and defect sites of SWCNTs. Despite this research, the literature 
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seems inconclusive. Several groups disagree whether oxygen should chemisorb or physisorb to 

the tube side wall [41], [42]. One of the largest issues that is apparent from this wide range of 

literature is that the consideration of the interaction between the gas molecule of interest and the 

SWCNT often neglects the binding model of Zanolli and Charlier.  They consider the adsorption 

of gas molecules directly with defect sites while the bulk of the literature brushes off the binding 

at defect sites usually suggesting that the defects play some role but never satisfactorily 

addressing it in their work.  

 

6.5.2 EFFECT OF DEFECT DENSITY ON AMBIENT AIR RESPONSE 

 

 

 The ISD-VG measurements taken from CNTFET devices with different induced defect 

densities yields an important result that demonstrates the critical dependence the device physics 

has on defect density. Although the plasma induced defect protocol yields a consistent increase 

in defect density across devices, the final induced defect density should follow some distribution 

and will also depend on the starting defect density of the individual carbon nanotubes used for a 

given CNTFET. The CVD growth process employed to grow CNTs for this work does not 

produce a uniform defect density but rather a distribution of defect densities. Furthermore, the 

selection of straight vs kinked SWCNTs for fabrication of CNTFETs can also impact the initial 

defect density of CNTs (refer to defect discussion of Chapter 1). For a given initial defect density 

of any given CNTFET device, the defect density will increase post-plasma treatment as 

evidenced by the change in the Raman spectra, referring to Figure 6.8 for illustration.  

 The post-plasma treatment Raman spectra for the two CNTFET devices of Figure 6.13 

illustrates extreme cases of induced defect densities. For the device labeled B1, the D-peak post-
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plasma treatment is relatively small compared to the G-peak of the same device, which shall be 

referred to as the low-defect-state (LDS). In contrast, the device labeled C1 has a significantly 

larger D-peak post-plasma treatment, and will be referred to as the high-defect-state (HDS).  

 

 

Figure 6.13:  Comparative Raman spectra for devices B1 and C1 post-plasma defect introduction. Observe the significant 

difference in the intensity of the D-peak for both devices indicating a wide variance in the induced defect density. 

 

  

Device B1, the LDS device, has an ID/IG ratio of ~0.04 while device C1, the HDS device, has an 

ID/IG ratio of ~0.5. There is a clear difference in the defect density of both devices with one being 

significantly more defective than the other.  

 Correlating the Raman spectra with the electrical response of these two devices in 

ambient air and the effect on the transport properties of the two devices becomes obvious, 
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illustrated by the significant change in response due to the increased number of defects. Figure 

6.14 shows both ISD-VG curves for devices B1 and C1. Significantly, the change in the on-state 

current post-defect introduction is dramatic and correlates with the significant difference in 

induced defect density difference.  
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Figure 6.14: ISD-VG curves for devices B1 and C1 with LDS and HDS respectively. Note the significant change in the on-

state current response due to the difference in induced-defect density. 

 

For the LDS device B1, the current response post-defect is relatively small and from the 

discussion in the previous section the increased charge carrier concentration is due to oxygen 

B1: LDS 

C1: HDS 
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doping of the CNT defect sites. As the number of defect sites is increased to the HDS of device 

C1, the increased current response can be attributed to the larger increase in the defect density, 

which leads to more oxygen doping than in the LDS device. Comparing the relative percent 

change as a quantitative response illustrates this behavior. For the LDS device the percent 

change in on-state current is 25%, while the HDS device has a percent change in On-state current 

of 900%. This data clearly shows that the defect density of the CNT has a significant impact on 

the electrical response of CNTFETs and that the change in response is directly linked to the 

defect density.  

 With just the ambient air response from different defect density laden SWCNTs, it is 

apparent that the presence of defects in the carbon nanotube play a significant role in the sensing 

mechanism of CNTFET devices. Baseline gas response to NO2 indicates that the devices are 

passivated, demonstrating that the Schottky barrier present at the metal-CNT interface is 

inaccessible. Given that the Schottky barrier and the contact interface region are passivated, the 

resulting change in the ambient response of the device to air indicates the role that the defect 

sites play in how a CNTFET operates. In the pristine SWCNT case, it has been demonstrated 

previously that there is no interaction between the sidewall of the nanotube and a gas species 

[26]. Further adsorption/desorption studies have also shown that the binding and adsorption 

energies of gas molecules such as O2, NO2, NH3, and other analytes of interest in sensing 

applications is too low to suggest direct interaction with the sidewall of a pristine carbon 

nanotube. Critically, it must then be concluded that the interaction between gas molecules and 

the sidewall of a carbon nanotube is directly driven by the presence of defects in the carbon 

nanotube. This result is significant and to date has not been considered in the analysis performed 
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in the literature. The trend is to either ignore the defects and suggest that they have some role but 

not flesh out what that role is or to treat all analysis as if the nanotube is pristine. Thus, the 

widely varying results and debate over the sensing mechanism of CNTFET gas sensors can be 

explained in the context of the presence of defects in the carbon nanotube. Mattmann et al. for 

example who concluded that the sensing mechanism must be sidewall interaction with gas 

molecules rather than the Schottky barrier mechanism, disagreeing with the results of Zhang, 

was correct if you remove the assumption that the CNT is pristine. Mattmann et al. did not 

account for the possible introduction of defects in the carbon nanotube that could have been the 

result of the HF etch that they used in their selective passivation process. The results presented 

herein demonstrate that by intentionally accounting for the defects and producing devices that at 

baseline show no response, due to the inaccessibility of the Schottky barrier, the introduction of 

defects generates a response that is driven by the presence of the defects. This supports the 

Schottky barrier modulation model as the sensing mechanism of a pristine CNTFET device and 

introduces the new sidewall defect interaction mechanism as a secondary sensing mechanism 

that can contribute to the device response. 

 

6.5.3 NO2 RESPONSE OF DEFECTIVE CNTFET DEVICES  

 

 

 Results thus far have demonstrated the sensitivity of CNTFETs to the presence of defects 

and that the defect density plays a crucial role in determining the response. A surprisingly more 

complicated result arises upon exposure of defective CNTFET devices to an electron acceptor 

gas such as NO2, that further demonstrates the integral dependence of the device response to the 
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defect density present in the SWCNT. For the same two devices previously shown, B1 and C1, 

the response to 200 ppm NO2 is shown in Figure 6.15.  
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Figure 6.15: Air to 200 ppm NO2 gas response data for defect induced devices B1 and C1. Note that for B1, the LDS, 

device, the response to NO2 is an increase in the current while C1, the HDS, device has a decreased current response.  

C1: HDS 

B1: LDS 
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The data shows opposite current responses upon exposure to an electron acceptor, depending on 

whether the device is a low or high induced defect density device. This result is surprising 

because the introduction of defects leads to hole-doping of the device via oxygenation and the 

defect sites become reactive sites for gas to interact with. This suggests that as the defect density 

increases it should be expected that the introduction of another electron acceptor gas should 

further hole-dope the device leading to an increase in the current. This occurs for the LDS device 

as demonstrated by B1 in Figure 6.15. The HDS device on the other hand shows a decrease in 

the current response indicating that this further doping of the CNT channel is not occurring. This 

suggests two important conclusions; one that the gas response or sensing mechanism is directly 

dependent on the defect density, further supporting the results previously described. Two, that at 

high defect densities the sensing behavior changes and the dominant response behavior is 

determined by something other than simply the defect density.  

 Unfortunately, the experiment presented here does not provide an adequate method of 

probing how at high defect densities the current response changes relative to the low defect case. 

This is due to the limitation that the induced defect density cannot be controlled using our 

plasma-defect induction method. To properly probe this behavior, it would be necessary to 

induce controlled defect densities ranging from low to high to build out the response space. This 

could be achieved using an ion bombardment scheme like the study performed by Lucchese et al. 

to study the effect of defect density on the evolution of the Raman spectrum in graphene [23]. 

Since the plasma-induction method and the starting defect density of the CNTs is uncontrollable 

in this experiment, it is not possible to efficiently probe the defect density space to try to 

elucidate the response behavior seen in these devices.  
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 Despite the experimental limitation of this experiment there is some data to suggest a 

possible hypothesis for the response behavior at high defect densities. A possible explanation for 

the results seen in the HDS (device C1) NO2 response data of Figure 6.15 is that as the defect 

density increases, the nanotube crystal structure degrades. This result is corroborated by the 

Raman study of Lucchese et al. whose data showed that as the defect density increases, the D-

peak of the Raman spectra continues to increase until the material degrades, seen by severe 

breakdown of the spectra [23]. Defects introduce stress into the crystal structure which is 

amplified by the curvature of the nanotube. The increase in the defect density leads to increased 

and compounded stress in the nanotube structure. Increased structural stress can lead to increased 

bond stress for the bridging oxygen, recalling Figure 6.12, that adsorbs to the pentagonal portion 

of a defect site, leading to a higher desorption probability. If the bridging oxygen has a higher 

probability of desorption and the device is placed in an N2 environment prior to the introduction 

of NO2, as is done in the gas exposure procedure of this experiment, then that oxygen has a very 

low chance of re-adsorbing to the defect site. 

Furthermore, N2 molecules are unlikely to bind to this site so that the transition from 

ambient air to N2 would produce a decrease in the current. Finally, the introduction of the NO2 

molecules will lead again to hole-doping of the channel which would increase the conductance, 

however, the resulting charge transfer will be less than for that of the oxygen. Zanolli and 

Charlier calculated the charge transfer of NO2 with the reactive defect sites of SWCNTs and 

found that the charge transfer would be 0.347 |𝑒| (e is electron charge), which is less than the 

transfer of ~ 1|𝑒| per oxygen molecule. Hence, with the desorption of oxygen caused by 

increased stress in the nanotube due to a high density of structural defects, the resulting response 
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of the device to NO2 would decrease from the ambient air response. To verify the plausibility of 

this the ISD-VG curves are plotted to show the full transition from ambient air to N2 and finally to 

NO2, in Figure 6.16. 

 

 

Figure 6.16: ISD-VG data for device C1. The N2 response clearly shows a significant decrease in the current response from the 

ambient air response. Post-NO2 introduction leads to the increase in the current consistent with hole-doping, however, desorption 

of some of the oxygen could explain why the current does not increase over the air response as shown in the low defect case. 
 

Based on the response behavior of the high defect device as it transitions from air to N2 and 

finally to NO2, it follows that this explanation could be a possible description of the mechanism 

at play for highly defective CNT devices. This is only a small indicator of what could be 

happening in this system and as such further experimental and theoretical study is needed to fully 

understand this response behavior. Literature to date, has not produced any theoretical or 

experimental studies investigating the adsorption/desorption of gas from highly defective 

C1: HDS 
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nanotubes. This may be due to computational limitations in simulating large enough carbon 

nanotube structures and accounting for the interaction effects of multiple defect sites. 

Experimentally there is little to no literature about defect density affects in CNTFET devices 

aside from the research groups showing that defective CNTFET devices can make more sensitive 

and responsive chemical sensors. Further study in this area is clearly needed.  

 

6.5.4 IMPACT OF DEFECTS ON UNPASSIVATED CNTFET DEVICES 

 

 

 So far, the discussion has focused on the device response of selectively passivated 

CNTFET devices. Presented here is a brief consideration of the impact of defects on an 

unpassivated CNTFET device which reveals yet another interesting case like the unexpected 

NO2 response just discussed. For selectively passivated CNTFET devices, the introduction of 

defects can only modify the CNT channel of the device since an oxide layer prevents 

modification of the metal-CNT interface, referred to as the interface region, and/or work function 

of the contact metal. For an unpassivated device the channel, metal work function and interface 

region are accessible during the plasma-defect treatment.  

Consider a crude model for analyzing the conductance of a CNTFET device given by the 

following function, 

 

𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝐹(𝐺𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡, 𝐺𝐶𝑁𝑇 , 𝐺𝐷𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔)                              [6.1] 

 

The conductance of the device functionally depends on contributions from the contact interface 

(𝐺𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡), the CNT conductance, including contributions due to defects (𝐺𝐶𝑁𝑇), as well as a 
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contribution due to doping either of the contact interface or defect sites (𝐺𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡). For a 

selectively passivated device this expression would simplify to, 

 

𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝐹(𝐺𝐶𝑁𝑇 + 𝐺𝐷𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔)  [6.2] 

 

 𝐺𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡, has been removed due to the passivation of the contacts. In the unpassivated case, 

equation 6.1 includes  this contribution to the conductance associated with the contact interface . 

Contributions to this term can come from the modification of the metal work function and 

modification of the interaction region, also referred to as the depletion region of the device. 

Thus, it is expected that for an unpassivated device the response of the device due to the 

introduction of defects has an additional contribution due to the change in the contact region 

which previously was inaccessible.  

  The baseline ISD-VG behavior was measured for a CNTFET device fabricated as 

described in Chapter 5, without the selective passivation treatment. Then the device underwent 

plasma-defect treatment to consider the impact of defects on unpassivated devices. The results of 

Figure 6.17 show yet another surprising result of this experiment, namely a contradiction in post-

defect response behavior of an unpassivated device compared with passivated devices. In the 

passivated cases, the post-defect response increased the current of the device. For an 

unpassivated device, the current response decreased post-defect introduction. It is clear from the 

response curves of Figure 6.17 that there is an additional contribution to the conductivity of the 

device arising from the inclusion of the contact term in equation 6.1. It is unclear what that 

contribution leads to in the response curves. The decrease in the n-branch of this ambipolar 
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device and threshold-voltage shift imply that oxygen doping is present as expected from the 

passivated device data. However, the doping should also have increased the p-branch of the 

device which is unclear from this data. 

 

 

Figure 6.17: Unpassivated CNTFET device ambient air ISD-VG curves for pre- and post- defect treated device.  

 

This leaves open the question; has defect introduction into the interaction region of the device at 

the metal-CNT interface affected the depletion region or the contact resistance through damage 

of the interface? What effect if any does the plasma treatment have on the work function of the 

metal contact electrodes? The existing experiment does not lend itself to answering these 

important questions. It does, however, demonstrate that there clearly is strong interplay between 

the various contributions to the conductivity of the device leading to the conclusion that a more 
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thorough understanding of the contribution of defect introduction at the metal-CNT interface and 

the affect on the work function by plasma treatment requires further investigation.  

 

6.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

 

 

 The investigation of the role that defects have on the sensing mechanism of CNTFET gas 

sensors was carried out through fabrication of selectively passivated CNTFET devices, baseline 

characterizing them, inducing defects, and measuring again. The main results of this experiment 

demonstrate unequivocally that defects play a role in the sensing mechanism of CNTFET 

sensors, as demonstrated by the ambient air response of CNTFETs before and after defect 

introduction. It was further shown that the defect density is a critical parameter in the response of 

CNTFET devices. The NO2 response behavior of different defect density containing devices 

yielded an unexpected device response behavior that appears to be defect density dependent. 

Experimental limitations prevent conclusive answers to the exact nature of the role that defect 

density plays on the sensor response; however, it was hypothesized that defect-rich nanotubes 

have higher structural stress which influences the bonding of adsorbed gas molecules on the 

surface possibly influencing the gas doping of the CNT. Finally, experimental results for 

unpassivated CNTFET devices yielded a different ambient air response pre- and post-defect 

introduction, suggesting that changes in the contact interface including changes to the depletion 

region and metal work function may play a critical role in determining device response. It is 

clear from this experiment that defects in the carbon nanotube do influence the sensing behavior 

of CNTFET devices. In the final chapter the impact of this work  on the field as well as the 

implications of these results will be discussed in more detail. It cannot be stated more clearly 
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though that there is an obvious and important role that defects play in the sensing mechanism of 

CNTFET sensors. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS, UNANSWERED QUESTIONS, AND THE FUTURE 

 

 

7.1 CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

 The objective of this work was to investigate the role that vacancy defects in the carbon 

nanotube crystal structure have on the carrier transport properties of carbon nanotube field-effect 

transistor gas sensors. A long running debate in the scientific community over the sensing 

mechanism of CNTFET sensors has remained unsolved with plenty of contradictory results 

available. In this work I have demonstrated a critically overlooked component in this debate; 

specifically, the role that defects have on the sensing response of these sensors. With these 

results I propose a bridge between the two sides of the debate, one that can account for the 

disparity of results while providing context for the conclusions of both sides.  

 Past research by our group has demonstrated, both theoretically and experimentally, the 

validity of the Schottky barrier modulation model of sensing in CNTFETs. The work of Zhang, 

Boyd, Dube, and collaborators showed that the gas response of pristine CNTFET devices is due 

to modulation of the work function of the contact electrode metal.  This results in a shifting of 

the Fermi level and a bending the bands of the carbon nanotube, adjusting the height and width 

of the Schottky barrier, which controls conduction in a CNTFET. The key to demonstrating the 

effect of the Schottky barrier model versus the sidewall interaction model is through selective 

passivation. Experiments that decouple  the two mechanisms using this technique clearly 

demonstrate which interaction model is valid.  

 Proponents of the sidewall interaction model, where gas molecules adsorb directly onto 

the sidewall of the CNT and charge transfer occurs, have used similar selective passivation 
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studies to demonstrate that gas response is the result of interaction between gas molecules and 

the sidewall of the CNT. The results obtained from their experiments do clearly show that gas 

molecules are interacting with the sidewall of the CNT. The failure of their study, and of the 

carbon nanotube literature at large, is the assumption that the carbon nanotube is defect-free.  

Most of the research on the sensing mechanism of CNTFETs has remained highly-

focused on describing the sensing mechanism in the context of a defect-free carbon nanotube. 

Studies such as Mattmann et al. mistakenly argue that the response of a “pristine” CNTFET 

device is due to sidewall interaction between the gas analyte and the nanotube. It is possible that 

the nanotube in their study initially was pristine as they describe; however, as pointed out 

previously, exposing the CNT to HF, particularly a 6% aqueous solution, is enough to cause 

vacancy defects in the sidewall of the CNT. Furthermore, they provide no experimental evidence 

to support the claim that the CNT remains undamaged after the etch. The new baseline ISD-VG 

data they present clearly shows a shift in the threshold voltage. This shift is typically attributed to 

doping of the CNT channel, a result that is consistent with the proposed oxygenation of defect 

sites. Mattmann’s results are one such example of the often overlooked and unconsidered role 

that defects in the CNT play.  

Although the dominant position of research groups studying the sensing mechanism of 

CNTFET devices is to largely ignore or downplay the effect of defects, there exists a large body 

of research focused on utilizing defects for improved sensor performance. Researchers especially 

the contributions of researchers under Philip G. Collins, have shown increased sensitivity and 

response of CNTFET gas sensors upon the introduction of defects in the CNT channel. The 

functionalization of CNTs with metal nanoparticles and other functional groups inherently 
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requires introducing vacancy defects in order to attach functional molecules to the surface of the 

CNT. Some researchers understand that defects can be important and even that it is important to 

sensor performance. What continues to be left out is an adequate description of the underlying 

physics through which the sensor performance is improved.  

The present work has established a new way to examine the results of previous research 

on the sensing mechanism of CNTFET sensors by considering defects. These results demonstrate 

that defects in the CNT sidewall have a significant impact on the sensing properties of these 

devices. Furthermore, the defect density also plays a significant role not only in modifying the 

baseline behavior of the devices, but also in changing device response under gas exposure 

conditions  depending on the defect density in the nanotube. Lastly, a brief comparison between 

unpassivated and passivated CNTFET device response pre- and post-defects reveals a 

competition between different mechanisms that contribute to the conductivity of the device. The 

conclusion, however, is that defects do clearly play a significant role in the sensing response 

behavior of CNTFET devices and the assumption of pristine nanotubes must be carefully 

considered and verified in the analysis of future work.  

 

7.2 UNANSWERED QUESTIONS  

 

 

 While this work has answered whether defects play a role in CNTFET devices, there are 

some aspects of this work that have raised new questions unanswerable by this experiment--

perhaps most intriguingly, the dependency of device response on the defect density. In the 

discussion of chapter 6, a possible explanation was postulated; however, the current experiment 

lacks control over the induced defect density sufficiently to elucidate the underlying physics. It 
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seems likely that if one were to fabricate devices with varying defect densities from the low 

defect state up through the high defect state, there should exist some form of turning point 

signaling a change in the sensor response mechanism. Couple this with an investigation of the 

adsorption/desorption rate of highly defective CNTs and a method to explore dependence of 

device response to defect density seems plausible. A complementary study to investigate further 

the relationship of defect density would be to repeat this experiment and/or a controlled defect 

experiment in a vacuum environment. The removal of oxygen and controlled introduction of 

target analytes would eliminate interference and could further show additional behaviors not 

distinguishable in the presence of air.  

 In addition to exploring the impact of defect density, a careful study of the impact of 

defects on unpassivated CNTFET devices needs to be carried out. As is clear from the discussion 

of section 6.5.4, it is not obvious how the introduction of defects in the depletion region impacts 

the contact resistance or Schottky barriers. A careful study of the contact interface in both 

pristine and defective nanotubes needs to be carried out. Additionally, work function 

measurements of the contact electrodes pre- and post-plasma needs to be performed to determine 

if a change in the work function could be causing or contributing to the observed change in the 

sensor response for unpassivated devices.  

 

7.3  FUTURE OUTLOOK AND IMPACT  

 

 

 What remains unanswered from this work should really be thought of as the natural 

beginning of a much larger exploration of defects in field-effect based nano-sensors. The critical 

role that material defects and interfaces plays in the design, fabrication, and operation of 1D and 
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2D materials-based sensors remains largely unanswered. Experiments motivated by the results of 

this work should be undertaken not just for understanding CNT based sensor systems, but also 

the 2D material-based sensor systems as well. At present this author is unaware of any selective 

passivation studies having been performed to examine the sensing mechanism of transition metal 

dichalcogenide based FET sensors. The prevailing assumption remains that interaction between 

analytes and the channel material of the device drives changes in the conductance of the device. 

It seems just as likely that, much like with pristine carbon nanotubes, the sensor response could 

be driven by Schottky barrier modulation as a result of work function changes, rather than 

interaction with the device channel. The real answer is probably, much like this work has shown, 

a combination of effects that each need to be identified to build out an understanding of the 

device physics that governs these cutting-edge sensors.  

 Here this work has   demonstrated that the role of defects is to dramatically impact the 

sensor response of CNTFET devices. Continued development of both theoretical modelling of 

the complex interactions between defective nanotubes and their environment, coupled with better 

experiments designed to explore defect density, will shed light on the device response physics of 

defective CNTFETs. Carbon nanotubes as a model system can hopefully inform the types of 

experiments and relevant physics needed to understand novel nano-materials in order to aid in 

the development of next generation sensors for the challenges of the future.  
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APPENDIX: EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOLS 

 

CNT E-BEAM PATTERNING: ALIGNMENT MARK 

 

 

Spin MMA/PMMA for Alignment Mark Patterning – 45 mins – Date: 

This Run: 
 
 

1. Cut and clean 10mm x 7mm chips with 2 min sonication each TCE, 
Acetone, IPA, rinse with IPA, followed by N2 dry 

 

2. Spin MMA, 45 sec @ 4500 rpm, ramp 1000 rpm/sec (Recipe 9)   

3. Bake @180°C for 2 min  

4. Spin PMMA, 45 sec @ 4500 rpm, ramp 1000 rpm/sec (Recipe 9)  

5. Bake @180°C for 2 min  

Notes: 
 
 

Alignment Mark Patterning – 1 ½- 4 hrs - Date:  

This Run: 
 
 

1. Scratch corner of chip with tweezers, used for focus and alignment  

2. Load sample into SEM on Au NP and FC stage with proper screw 
alignment 

 

3. Proceed with E-Beam focusing and setup procedures  

4. Write GNµLab Logo Alignment Mark 1 mm from end of chip scratch  

5. Remove from SEM when finished and develop 70 sec in MIBK:IPA 1:3 
solution 

 

6. Rinse with IPA and N2 dry  

7. Inspect pattern under optical microscope  

8. Proceed with Ti/Au Deposition and lift off Protocol  

Notes: 
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Sputter Ti/Au Protocol: Alignment Mark Deposition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deposit Cr/Au – 4½ hr: Loading order: 

-Load wafers into loading chamber per CVC SOP 

-Note the order of the wafers during loading 

-Note that loading goes backwards 

     

-Check the gun and X-tal cables  

-Flush the chamber a few times with Ar  

100 Å Cr or Ti sputter deposition:  

- 1000 Å pre-sputter 

- Cr: ρ = 7.2 g/cm3, Z-factor = 0.305, P ~ 18 W 

- Ti: ρ = 4.5 g/cm3, Z-factor = 0.628, P ~ 30 W 

- rate ~ 1.5 Å/s, p < 10-6 mTorr, throttle 8 mTorr 

- t ± 2 min 

Gun # 

Tool 

factor 

P = 

 QC: Note layer thickness for each wafer as read by crystal monitor pre Å 

  Å 

  Å 

- Change the gun and X-tal cables  

500 Å Au sputter deposition:  

- ρ = 19.3 g/cm3, Z-factor = 0.381, P ~ 20-25 W 

- rate ~ 4.0 Å/sec, p < 10-6 mTorr, throttle 8 mTorr 

- t ± 16 min 

Gun # 

Tool 

factor 

P = 

QC: Note layer thickness for each wafer as read by crystal monitor  Å 

  Å 

Lift-off: Soak in Acetone until Au layer peels off substrate, rinse with 

Acetone, IPA, DI H2O, N2 dry 
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CNT E-Beam Patterning: Catalyst Islands 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spin PMMA for Catalyst Island Patterning – 45 mins – Date: 

This Run: 
 
 

6. Spin PMMA C2, 45 sec @ 4500 rpm, ramp 1000 rpm/sec (Recipe 9)   

7. Bake @180°C for 2 min  

8. Repeat spin and bake steps 4 times to build up 4 layers PMMA  

Notes: 
 
 

Catalyst Island Patterning – 1 ½- 4 hrs - Date:  

This Run: 
 
 

9. Load sample into SEM on Au NP and FC stage with proper screw 
alignment 

 

10. Proceed with E-Beam focusing and setup procedures  

11. Write Catalyst Island Patterns relative to alignment mark  

12. Remove from SEM when finished and develop 70 sec in MIBK:IPA 1:3 
solution 

 

13. Rinse with IPA and N2 dry  

14. Inspect pattern under optical microscope  

15. Proceed with CNT growth Protocol  

Notes: 
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Carbon Nanotube Catalyst Protocol: 

 

Catalyst Recipe – 1 1/2 hours – Date:  

Materials: (Purchased from Sigma Aldrich) 
                  Fe(NO3)3*9H2O : Iron (III) Nitrate Nonahydrate 
                  MoO2 (acac)2     : Molybdenum diacetylacetonate dioxide 
                  Al2O3                   : Aluminum Oxide <50 nm diameter particles 
                  Solvent               : Methanol ACS Reagent Grade 99.9% 

 

Catalyst Recipe:   

1. Measure 1.6mg Fe(NO3)3*9H2O and 0.5mg MoO2 (acac)2       

2. Dissolve in 20ml Methanol  

3. Add 15mg Al2O3 nanoparticles to the methanol solution  

4. Sonicate the solution for 1 hour  

Notes: Molar ratio of Fe:Mo = 100:55 
This is the desired concentration of the final catalyst solution but is difficult to 
weigh out these amounts, what follows is the practical version of the recipe 
used to make the catalyst for experiments 

 

Catalyst Recipe Practical:  

1. Measure 8mg Fe(NO3)3*9H2O and 2.5mg MoO2 (acac)2       

2. Dissolve in 20ml Methanol, making a dark brown solution to be 
marked 5x 

 

3. Measure 1ml of 5x and dilute to 10ml total with more Methanol  

4. Add 7.5mg Al2O3 nanoparticles to solution  

5. Sonicate solution for 1 hour  

6. Mark as 1x and keep under constant stirring  

Notes:  Al2O3 is constant at (7.5mg/10ml) Methanol 
This recipe should produce mostly SWCNT’s 

 

Catalyst Application – 12 hours overnight, 30 mins application – Date:  

1. Sonicate Catalyst solution overnight prior to application, 10-12 hours  

2. Sonicate Catalyst for 2 minutes  

3. Place chips on hot plate set to 35°C  

4. Set micropipette to 30µl and place 2-3 drops on chips until covered  

5. Allow to dry on hotplat for 10 mins  

6. Bake on hot plate @ 85°C for 3 mins  

7. Liftoff in Acetone until PMMA gone, transfer to clean Acetone dish 
and allow to soak for 10 more minutes, rinse gently with Acetone, IPA, 
DI H2O, then N2 dry 

 

8. Check for Islands under microscope  

Notes: 
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Carbon Nanotube Growth Protocol: 
CVD Growth Protocol – 6 h – Date:  

7. Install CNT furnace Quartz tube in CVD furnace  

8. Load prepared samples into Quartz boat and place long piece of 
silicon or quartz above sample to form laminar flow region over 
samples 

 

9. Slide sample boat to center region of furnace (Zone 2)  

10. Connect gas input and output connectors to tube after loading and 
ensure output line vents to exhaust duct 

 

11. Turn on gas cylinder supplies for Ar, CH4, and H2  

12. Follow Growth Procedure below  

Notes: 
 

CNT Growth Procedure: 
 

 

This Run: 
 

1. Purge: Ar = 30 mm H2 = 27 
mm 

CH4 = 0 mm Time: 5 mins  

2. Purge: Ar = 30 mm H2 = 0 mm CH4 = 32 mm Time: 5 mins  

3. Flow: Ar = 30 mm H2 = 0 mm CH4 = 0 mm Time: Oven Hot  

4. Temperature profile: 775°C-925°C-775°C, T raised using following: 

5. Set: Temperature of all zones to 600°C  

6. Set: Temperature of all zones to 775°C  

7. Set: Center zone temperature to 925°C  

8. Flow: Ar = 0 mm H2 = 27 
mm 

CH4 = 0 mm Time: 5 mins  

9. Flow: Ar = 0 mm H2 = 27 
mm 

CH4 = 32 mm Time: 25 mins  

10. Flow: Ar = 30 mm H2 = 0 mm CH4 = 0 mm Time: Oven 
Cool 

 

11. Set: Temperature of all zones to 22°C, continue Ar flow  

12. Open furnace when T< 480°C, insert small ceramic cylinder  

13. Open furnace more when T< 350°C, insert large ceramic cylinder  

14. Remove samples when T< 180°C, Set Ar flow to 0 sccm  

15. Shutdown when cooled below 50°C, shutoff gas valves and close 
bottles 

 

Notes: mm are used for Rotameters. There are calibration data for each rotameter and gas 
located with the logbook for the CNT Furnace. 
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CNT E-Beam Patterning: Island Alignment Marks 

 

 

 

 

 

Spin MMA/PMMA for Alignment Mark Patterning – 45 mins – Date: 

This Run: 
 
 

9. Spin MMA, 45 sec @ 4500 rpm, ramp 1000 rpm/sec (Recipe 9)   

10. Bake @180°C for 2 min  

11. Spin PMMA C2, 45 sec @ 4500 rpm, ramp 1000 rpm/sec (Recipe 9)  

12. Bake @180°C for 2 min  

Notes: 
 
 

Alignment Mark Patterning – 1 ½- 4 hrs - Date:  

This Run: 
 
 

16. Load sample into SEM on Au NP and FC stage with proper screw 
alignment 

 

17. Proceed with E-Beam focusing and setup procedures  

18. Write Catalyst Island Alignment Marks using Alignment Mark for 
alignment 

 

19. Remove from SEM when finished and develop 70 sec in MIBK:IPA 1:3 
solution 

 

20. Rinse with IPA and N2 dry  

21. Inspect pattern under optical microscope  

22. Proceed with Ti/Au Sputter Alignment Deposition and lift off Protocol  

Notes: 
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CNT SEM for FET Imaging: 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

SEM Imaging of Grown CNT’s – 2 hours – Date: 

Image and Identify CNT candidates for FET Fabrication: 
Include: Image name with Batch, Sample Number and Island ID 
Mark: Roughly the CNT or CNT’s on the Diagram that are candidates for FET Fabrication 
Imaging Parameters: Detector – InLens, Accelerating Voltage – 1kV, Focus length – 4 mm 
 

Image: Image: Image: Image: 

Image: Image: Image: Image: 

Image: Image: Image: Image: 

Notes: 
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CNT E-Beam Patterning: FET Electrodes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spin PMMA for FET Electrode Patterning – 45 mins – Date: 

This Run: 
 
 

13. Spin MMA, 45 sec @ 4500 rpm, ramp 1000 rpm/sec (Recipe 9)   

14. Bake @180°C for 2 min  

15. Spin PMMA C2, 45 sec @ 4500 rpm, ramp 1000 rpm/sec (Recipe 9)   

16. Bake @180°C for 2 min  

Notes: 
 
 

FET Electrode Patterning – 1 ½- 4 hrs - Date:  

This Run: 
 
 

23. Design in DesignCad the appropriate Electrode patterns  

24. Load sample into SEM on Au NP and FC stage with proper screw 
alignment 

 

25. Proceed with E-Beam focusing and setup procedures for all apertures  

26. Write Electrode Pattern for all devices to be made  

27. Remove from SEM when finished and develop 70 sec in MIBK:IPA 1:3 
solution 

 

28. Rinse with IPA and N2 dry  

29. Inspect pattern under optical microscope  

30. Proceed with Ti/Au Sputtering Protocol  

Notes: 
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Sputter Ti/Au Protocol: FET Electrode Deposition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deposit Cr/Au – 4½ h : Loading order: 

-Load wafers into loading chamber per CVC SOP 

-Note the order of the wafers during loading 

-Note that loading goes backwards 

     

-Check the gun and X-tal cables  

-Flush the chamber a few times with Ar  

150-200 Å Cr or Ti sputter deposition:  

- 1000 Å pre-sputter 

- Cr: ρ = 7.2 g/cm3, Z-factor = 0.305, P ~ 18 W 

- Ti: ρ = 4.5 g/cm3, Z-factor = 0.628, P ~ 30 W 

- rate ~ 1.5 Å/s, p < 10-6 mTorr, throttle 8 mTorr 

- t ± 2 min 

Gun # 

Tool 

factor 

P = 

 QC: Note layer thickness for each wafer as read by crystal monitor pre Å 

  Å 

  Å 

- Change the gun and X-tal cables  

3000 Å Au sputter deposition:  

- ρ = 19.3 g/cm3, Z-factor = 0.381, P ~ 20-25 W 

- rate ~ 4.0 Å/sec, p < 10-6 mTorr, throttle 8 mTorr 

- t ± 16 min 

Gun # 

Tool 

factor 

P = 

QC: Note layer thickness for each wafer as read by crystal monitor  Å 

  Å 

Lift-off: Soak in Acetone until Au layer peels off substrate, rinse with 

Acetone, IPA, DI H2O, N2 dry 
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CNTFET E-Beam Selective Passivation: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spin MMA/PMMA for Selective Passivation Patterning – 45 mins – Date: 

This Run: 
 
 

17. Spin PMMA C2, 45 sec @ 4500 rpm, ramp 1000 rpm/sec (Recipe 9)  

18. Bake @180°C for 2 min  

19. Repeat 4 times to build up four layers PMMA  

Notes: 
 
 

Selective Passivation Patterning – 1 ½- 4 hrs - Date:  

This Run: 
 
 

31. Design in DesignCad the appropriate Electrode, Channel, or Full Device 
Passivation patterns 

 

32. Load sample into SEM on Au NP and FC stage with proper screw 
alignment 

 

33. Proceed with E-Beam focusing and setup procedures  

34. Write Selective Passivation Patterns using Island Alignment Mark for 
alignment 

 

35. Remove from SEM when finished and develop 70 sec in MIBK:IPA 1:3 
solution (Remove from developer after 4 beeps of the timer) 

 

36. Rinse with IPA and N2 dry  

37. Inspect pattern under optical microscope  

38. Proceed with Al2O3 Deposition and lift off Protocol  

Notes: 
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CNTFET Al2O3 ALD Deposition: 

 

 

 

Deposit 50 nm Al2O3 by Atomic Layer Deposition – 4 hrs – Date: 

This Run: 
 
 

20. Follow ALD startup procedure and perform liquid 1+2 purge recipe, 
set Reactor temperature to 70℃  

 

21. Load sample into ALD and perform loading and pumping procedure  

22. Compile “Andrew KB – Al2O3 TMA + H20 50 nm” Recipe  

23. Run the Recipe  

24. Unload sample from ALD, pump down load lock and perform liquid 
1+2 purge again 

 

25. Shutdown ALD per shutdown instructions  

26. Check sample under the microscope and proceed with lift-off  

Notes: 
 
 

Al2O3 Lift-off Procedure – 4-10 hrs - Date:  

This Run: 
 
 

39. Soak samples in Acetone until PMMA quad layer is removed from 
device 

 

40. Rinse with Acetone, IPA, DI H2O, then N2 dry  

41. Verify full lift-off via inspection under the microscope  

42. Soak in Acetone longer if PMMA has not fully removed, then rinse and 
re-inspect, if oxide remains gently sonicate until removed in bath 
sonicator 

 

43. Passivation should be complete following this step, proceed with 
electrical characterization 

 

Notes: 
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CNTFET ISD-VG Ambient Baseline Measurement Protocol:  
Device Functionality Baseline: Probe Station – 1-3 hrs – Date:  

1. Place the sample on the sample stage at the probe station  

2. Align and contact the Source, Drain, and Gate pads using the 
appropriate probes on the station using the microscope to ensure 
solid contact 

 

3. Turn on the HP-IV box, turn on the HP - LabVIEW Software  

4. Set the correct file save directory and Filename  

5. Engage the “Sweep VB” function and set the VSD Bias Voltage  

6. Set the VGS Sweep range and step size then engage the “Sweep VA” 
function 

 

7. Add a “D” to the “Filename Extension” Field and click “Start New File”  

8. Check that the displayed graphs are showing I vs VA and I vs VB   

9. Allow to run for several cycles till curves stabilize then stop the 
program 

 

10. Record below rough sketch of the curve and type of device (P,N, 
AMBI) 

 

Notes:  

Device Transfer Curves and Type: 
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CNTFET ISD-VG Gas Exposure Measurement Protocol: NO2 

Gas Measurements – 3-5 hrs – Date: 
 

 

DANGER: NO2 exposure is harmful! Ensure all venting lines are secured in exhaust pipe 
before starting. ENSURE PURGE TIMES ARE FOLLOWED CORRECTLY AND LEAK CHECKS 
HAVE BEEN PERFORMED PRIOR TO STARTING EXPERIMENTS 
IMPORTANT INFO: Bell Jar volume: ~ 21 Liters, Rotameter flow rates obtained from 
calibration data provided by manufacturer, 20mm setpoint should fill the chamber volume 
in 28 minutes, 1 hr should purge full volume at least twice, Configuration of gas lines will 
automatically purge the lines all the way to the NO2 tank, ensure valve at tank is in the 
correct position for all flow procedures 

1. Mount the sample on the sample stage and align and connect or connect 
leads to electrical header depending on configuration (Pogo-pin or Wire 
bonding), otherwise maneuver probes to contact the contact pads 

 

2. Connect Feedthrough connectors to protection box  

3. Connect appropriate measurement BNC cables to breakout box ports 
corresponding to device Source, Drain, and Gate electrodes 

 

4. Place the Bell Jar over the sample to close chamber  

5. If planning on doing vacuum testing or recovery protocols, ensure 
implosion guard is in place over the bell jar 

 

6. Check that input and vacuum output valves are in the closed position  

7. Perform ISD-VGS measurement setup per Baseline Measurement Protocol  

8. Open input-line bleed valve located just before inlet valve  

9. Start I-V data collection and set to run for 1 hr: 5mins, turn on N2 flow 
setting the Rotameter to 20mm  

 

10. Purge the lines with N2 for 5 mins then close the bleed valve and open 
inlet valve 

 

11. Allow N2 to fill the chamber for 1 hr, this should allow for equilibrium 
conditions 

 

12. After 1 hr the data collection is stopped and restarted now in an N2 

environment 
 

13. After 15 mins of N2 baseline data, NO2 is flown with the rotameter set to 
20mm 

 

14. Measurements in NO2 are performed for 1 hr  

15. After 1 hr data collection is stopped and restarted again, NO2 is shutoff 
and N2 is flown with the rotameter set to 20mm  

 

16. Chamber is purged with N2 for 1 hr or more to purge chamber  

17. Once recovery is complete, close the inlet valve and shutoff N2 flow  

18. Chamber may now be opened by removing the Bell Jar  

Notes:  
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CNTFET DRIE Plasma Defect Protocol: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DRIE Protocol – 1½ h – Date:  

This Run: 
 
 
 

Starting Recipe:   
 

Power: 5W Pressure: 30 
mTorr 

Ar: 50 sccm  Time: 5 sec 

1. Load Sample into DRIE      

2. Run CNT Defect Recipe, adjust plasma time as needed 
 

     

3. Remove and inspect sample under the microscope      

Notes: 
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